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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines the phenomenon of ‘object incorporation’ (aka ‘noun 

incorporation’) in relation to Uzbek nominals in the object position.  

Based on previous cross-linguistic research of object incorporation, as well as novel 

data presented in the current work, I argue that certain Uzbek direct objects, specifically 

bare singular nominals, do not engage in ‘true incorporation’ (von Humboldt, 1836; 

Kroeber, 1909; Sapir, 1911; Mithun, 1984; Sadock, 1980; Baker, 1988; van Geenhoven, 

1998), but rather undergo the process known as ‘pseudo-incorporation’ (Massam, 2001; 

Dayal, 2003; Farkas & de Swart, 2003; Espinal & McNally, 2011; Öztürk, 2005; Kamali, 

2015; Modarresi, 2014; Krifka & Modarresi, 2016).  

In accounting for the various morpho-syntactic and semantic properties of Uzbek bare 

objects, I suggest that they get pseudo-incorporated into verbs by means of predicate 

restriction, whereby the meaning of a verb is restricted to the meaning of a bare nominal via 

the non-saturating RESTRICT mode of semantic composition (Chung & Ladusaw, 2004; 

Modarresi, 2014).  

As such, this thesis contributes to a deeper understanding of such topics as (pseudo-) 

incorporation, bare nominals in the object position, discourse anaphora and number-

neutrality in a relatively understudied Turkic language. 

Key words: object incorporation, noun incorporation, true incorporation, pseudo-

incorporation, bare objects, Uzbek, predicate restriction. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

1.0 Introduction 

The current study investigates the phenomenon of ‘incorporation’ in relation to Uzbek 

nominals in the object position.1 The work is motivated by two research questions:  

(I) Does Uzbek employ object incorporation?

(II) If so, which of the two types of incorporation, ‘true incorporation’ or ‘pseudo-

incorporation’, does it employ? 

The generalized notion of ‘object incorporation’ refers to a cross-linguistic 

phenomenon, whereby an object nominal integrates into its verbal predicate, yielding a 

closely associated verbal unit (similar to English compounds, such as: to headhunt, to time 

stamp, to video edit, etc.) (von Humboldt, 1836; Kroeber, 1909, 1911; Sapir, 1911; Mithun, 

1984; Sadock, 1980; Baker, 1988; van Geenhoven, 1998).2 

Starting with Massam (2001), the literature distinguishes between two separate 

phenomena of nominal incorporation. The first one involves morpho-syntactic blending 

between the nominal and the verb, as shown in (1a), resulting in constraints on both the 

syntax and semantics of the incorporated unit. I refer to this type of incorporation as ‘true 

incorporation’ (TI) (Massam, 2001; Dayal, 2003, 2011, 2015 for the alternative term 

‘canonical incorporation’). The second one is known as ‘pseudo-incorporation’ and 

encompasses instances of a less allied relation between the object nominal and the verb, as 

in (1b), resulting in a higher syntactic flexibility of the incorporated elements in the unit 

(Massam, 2001; Dayal, 2003, 2011, 2015; Farkas & de Swart, 2003; Espinal & McNally, 

2011; Öztürk, 2005; Kamali, 2015; Modarresi, 2014).  

1 The term ‘nominal’ is used as a general notion to refer to a noun regardless of its structural complexity, i.e. 
whether or not it has functional projections. 
2 Throughout the study, the terms ‘object incorporation’ and ‘nominal incorporation’ are used interchangeably. 
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(1) 
a. True Incorporation in Onondaga (originally from Woodbury, 1975; as cited in Baker,
1988: 77; marking in bold is mine):3

Pat wa-   ha-        hwist- ahtu-t      -a. 
Pat PAST-3ms/3N-money-lost-CAUS-ASP 
‘Pat lost money.’ 

b. Pseudo-Incorporation in Hindi (from Dayal, 2011: 135; marking in bold is mine):
Ram             macchlii   pakaR rahaa                 hai
Ram (MASC) fish (FEM) catch      PROG-MASC-SG be-PRS
‘Ram is catching fish.’

Since true incorporation involves a certain level of fusion, it is believed that truly

incorporated nominals are at most N0s (roots, stems or head nouns) and are, therefore, 

strongly attached to their verbal predicates, which usually undergo intransitivization, while 

pseudo-incorporated nominals are at least NPs (noun phrases) and, hence, demonstrate a 

relative syntactic independence from their verbs, and occur in transitive clauses.  

However, cross-linguistically, truly incorporated and pseudo-incorporated structures 

share a range of morpho-syntactic and semantic characteristics, which set them apart from 

‘standard direct object constructions’, i.e., fully transitive verbal constructions, containing 

a non-incorporated referential DP (determiner phrase) complement.  

Broadly, the attributes of incorporation on the object nominal are considered to be: 

reduced morpho-syntax, obligatory narrow scope, number-neutrality, problematic 

anaphoric uptake; and, on the whole, incorporated verbal construction: interpretation as a 

name-worthy activity. 

In the present study I aim to examine Uzbek object-verb constructions, which 

manifest the abovementioned characteristics of incorporation. However, before turning to 

the preliminary review of the issues investigated in this thesis, I would like to provide brief 

information on the linguistic background of the Uzbek language.  

3 All examples cited appear as in the original, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
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Standardized Uzbek (O‘zbek tili) belongs to the Southeastern (Karluk) branch of the 

Turkic language family and is the official language of the Republic of Uzbekistan. A variety 

of Uzbek dialects, belonging to various branches of the Turkic family,4 are spoken both in 

Uzbekistan and around the Central Asian region, with the number of native speakers 

estimated at approximately 27 million.5 

Uzbek is an agglutinative, head-final language with a subject-object-verb (SOV) 

word order. It lacks grammatical gender, has a comparatively rich case-system (i.e., 6 cases: 

nominative, dative, accusative, genitive, locative, and ablative), showing a nominative-

accusative alignment; i.e., the subject of both transitive and intransitive clauses receives 

nominative case and the object of a transitive clause is assigned with accusative case. 

Standardized Uzbek lacks vowel harmony, although some regional dialects, such as Oghuz 

Uzbek and several Kipchak dialects, have retained it partially. Uzbek has been heavily 

influenced by a number of contact languages both inside the Turkic family and outside of it 

(including Persian, Arabic and Russian). 

In the generative research, Uzbek is an extremely understudied language, with a 

limited number of works dedicated to only a handful of topics. The scarcity of research has 

also lead to some inaccuracies in the linguistic data presented in academic articles. Through 

this investigation, I hope to fill some of the gaps and contribute to a more complete and 

accurate understanding of the empirical facts and theoretical issues in the study of Uzbek. 

1.1 Preliminary review of the arguments  

The two central claims of the present study are: 

4 While the standard dialect of Uzbek belongs to the Southeastern (Karluk) branch of the Turkic family, several 
dialects are originally derived from related languages of the Northwestern (Kipchak) and Southwestern 
(Oghuz) branches. Since the standardization of Uzbek in the 1920s, they have generally become assimilated 
into the standard dialect but retain many distinctive characteristics. 
5 Ethnologue (2011-2014). A macrolanguage of Uzbekistan. Retrieved from 
http://www.ethnologue.com/18/language/uzb/ 
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(I) Uzbek employs incorporation of a particular type of objects, named ‘bare

nominals’, i.e., nominals which do not contain determiners, overt quantifiers and 

inflectional morphology, such as case- and number-marking.6  

(II) This type of incorporation should be analyzed as ‘pseudo-incorporation’, as

opposed to ‘true incorporation’. 

The construction under discussion is given in (2) and is marked in bold: 

(2) Anvar rasm   chiz -di
Anvar picture draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) picture(s)’ (more accurately: ‘Anvar did picture-drawing’)

The translation indicates that although the object nominal is morphologically singular, i.e., 

lacking the plural suffix –lar, as in rasmlar (‘pictures’), semantically it may correspond to 

one or more pictures. Moreover, intuitively, the nominal and the verb together seem to 

denote a picture-drawing event, rather than refer to a particular picture or pictures being 

drawn. For instance, if the sentence were to be continued by a habitual expression as in 

‘Anvar did picture-drawing every Sunday ’, it would become apparent that the nominal itself 

is uninformative with regards to number interpretation, serving rather as a “supplement” or 

an “amplifier” to the meaning of the verb.  

In contrast, morpho-syntactically more complex object nominals, such as those 

marked with the accusative case marker –ni (3a) and those containing an indefinite article 

bir/ bitta (‘one/a’)7 (3 b, c) behave quite differently from the bare object:  

(3)  
a. Anvar rasm-ni       chiz-di

Anvar picture-ACC draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew the picture’

6 Throughout the study, the terms ‘bare nominal’ and ‘bare object’ are used interchangeably. In the current 
work I focus on the one of the types of bare nominals, namely morpho-syntactically singular but semantically 
number-neutral bare singular nominals. The study only relates briefly to the discussion of the other type, 
namely morpho-syntactically and semantically plural bare nominals.  
7 Bir originates from the numeral ‘one’ and bitta is its individuated form, containing a Persian suffix –ta. In 
this work, I treat them as two forms of the same article. However, see von Heusinger & Klein (2013) for the 
contrasts between bir and bitta. In the rest of the examples, I use only the form bitta for reasons of space.  
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b. Anvar bir/ bitta rasm    chiz-di
Anvar one           picture draw-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar drew a (non-specific) picture’ 

c. Anvar bir/ bitta rasm-ni   chiz-di 
Anvar one    picture-ACC draw-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar drew a (specific) picture’ 

All three objects in (3) are both morphologically and semantically singular. The 

direct object in (3a) carries an accusative suffix and has a definite interpretation, referring 

to a unique or contextually salient picture. In (3b) the object nominal is unmarked for case, 

but contains the indefinite article bir/ bitta, and is used to introduce a new referent into the 

discourse. The object in (3c) is both case-marked and contains an indefinite article, and can 

serve to introduce a new discourse referent or pick it out of a familiar set of pictures. 

Applying the same habituality test would result in an unambiguous singular interpretation 

in each of the three cases, as in ‘Anvar drew the picture/ a (non-specific) picture/ a (specific) 

picture every Sunday’. 

As I discuss in detail in Chapter 2, cross-linguistically, these and various other 

contrasts between bare objects and morpho-syntactically more complex objects (including 

those in several other Turkic languages), have lead researchers to argue that bare nominals 

in the object position may undergo object incorporation. This, in turn, has resulted in the 

advancement of the two competing proposals: one in favor of true incorporation and the 

other in favor of pseudo-incorporation analyses.  

To the best of my knowledge, however, nominal incorporation has never been 

suggested for Uzbek. Consequently, there has been no discussion of the available analyses 

of object incorporation in relation to Uzbek.  

  In this thesis, I address this issue and demonstrate that both morpho-syntactic and 

semantic evidence indicates that Uzbek exhibits pseudo-incorporation of bare objects, and 

not true incorporation. 
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I hope that the findings presented in this thesis serve as a contribution to the cross-

linguistic study of nominal incorporation and, in particular, the investigation of object 

incorporation in Turkic languages. 

1. 2 Organization

The thesis consists of four chapters and has the following structure: 

Chapter 2 contains an overview of a number of fundamental studies of object 

incorporation and presents central notions pertaining to the phenomenon. At its core, the 

chapter reflects the chronological development of the discussion of nominal incorporation 

cross-linguistically and in Turkic languages specifically. It is comprised of four sections. 

Section 2.1 reviews literature about true incorporation. In particular, I discuss lexical, 

syntactic and semantic approaches to TI.  In section 2.2 I review studies dedicated to 

‘pseudo-incorporation’ and discuss the cross-linguistically identified morpho-syntactic and 

semantic properties of PI. In section 2.3 I present various approaches to object incorporation 

in Turkic languages. Section 2.4 contains the summary of the chapter. 

In Chapter 3 I investigate object incorporation in Uzbek. The chapter consists of four 

sections. In section 3.1, based on a range of morpho-syntactic evidence, I argue that bare 

objects do not undergo TI. Specifically, combining Öztürk’s (2005, 2009) and Kamali’s 

(2015) treatment of Turkish bare objects, I show that Uzbek bare objects have a reduced but 

phrasal morpho-syntax, as well as exhibit a considerable syntactic independence in a clause, 

serving as syntactic complements of transitive verbs. In section 3.2, I explore a number of 

semantic properties of bare objects in Uzbek and argue that they conform to the attributes 

of PI found in such languages as Niuean, Hindi, Hungarian, Spanish, Catalan, Persian and 

possibly (depending on the analysis) Turkish and Tatar. In particular, I show that Uzbek 

bare objects take obligatorily narrow scope, are number-neutral, manifest atypical 

anaphoric uptake; and that the incorporated verbal constructions demonstrate qualities 

6
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pertaining to name-worthiness. Finally, in section 3.3, I argue that the presented morpho-

syntactic and semantic evidence are best explained under the analysis that treats Uzbek bare 

objects as pseudo-incorporated. I propose that such incorporation occurs by means of 

predicate restriction (via the RESTRICT function), whereby the meaning of a verb is 

restricted to the meaning of the bare nominal. This argument is based on Chung & 

Ladusaw’s (2004) analysis, and is informed by Modarresi’s (2014) and Krifka & 

Modarresi’s (2016) adaptation of this analysis for Persian.  

In Chapter 4, I draw the main conclusions (section 4.1) and discuss further research 

questions (section 4.2). 

7
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Chapter II: Literature review 

2.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents a literature review on object incorporation. 

Section 2.1 provides a background on theoretical accounts of a traditional and highly 

constrained type of object incorporation referred to below as ‘true incorporation’ (TI). This 

section is divided into three subsections, dedicated to different approaches to incorporation 

inside the designated group. Thus, subsection 2.1.1 discusses the lexicalist approach to true 

incorporation, while subsections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 explore syntactic and semantic approaches, 

respectively.  

Section 2.2 reviews studies of a less constrained type of nominal incorporation 

referred to below as ‘pseudo-incorporation’ (PI). In this section I discuss the treatment of a 

number of cross-linguistic and language-specific properties of PI by various authors. Thus, 

subsection 2.2.1 addresses the morpho-syntactic properties of PI, while subsection 2.2.2 

examines the semantic properties of PI as discussed in the literature. 

Section 2.3 presents influential works on nominal incorporation in Turkic languages. 

The first two subsections, 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, discuss arguments for true incorporation and 

pseudo-incorporation analyses respectively. The third subsection, 2.3.3, reviews an 

alternative analysis of non-incorporation. 

Section 2.4 concludes the chapter by summarizing the overviewed material. 

2.1 True Incorporation 

The term ‘incorporating’ (‘einverleibend’) was originally introduced by von Humboldt 

(1836) in relation to polysynthetic languages in which words can be comprised of multiple 

lexical roots, forming a sentence, as in the example (4) from Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan). Von 

Humboldt analyzes this method of word-formation as less intuitive, due to a coalescence of 

8
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syntax and morphology, and therefore considers it inferior to what he calls the “method of 

inflection” (von Humboldt [1836] 1999: 145).  

(4) (from von Humboldt [1836] 1999: 130; vertical alignment is mine): 
Ni- te-             tla-            maca 
I     somebody something give 
‘I give somebody something’ 

Subsequent linguistic research of Native American languages has shifted the 

application of the term to refer to a specific instance of this coalescence, that of a noun and 

a verb, which has come to be known as ‘noun incorporation’ (NI).8 

A seminal debate between Kroeber (1909, 1911) and Sapir (1911) demonstrates that 

the phenomenon of NI has been deemed controversial from the beginning.  

Kroeber (1909) defines NI as a combination of an object noun and a verbal predicate 

which yields a word. However, while arguing against the existing treatment of various 

constructions in the languages of America as involving NI, he also expresses uncertainty 

regarding the entire existence of NI. His reasoning is that there are no grounds for the 

treatment of object incorporation as a viable syntactic mechanism, as long as subject 

incorporation is not detected and accounted for (Kroeber, 1909: 544; Haugen, 2008: 87). 

That is to say, Kroeber expects syntactic uniformity behind the mechanism of NI, which 

would conform to the ‘subject-predicate’ and ‘object-predicate’ parallelism. 

Sapir (1911) opposes this view, treating Kroeber’s definition of NI as inaccurate, since 

it relates syntax to word-formation. Essentially, Sapir sees morphology in isolation from 

syntax, and NI as a strictly morphological process. Presenting arguments in support of NI, 

he analyzes it as a compounding of a noun stem (regardless of its syntactic role) and a verb, 

                                                 

8 Other types of incorporation include adverb incorporation (Rivero, 1992; Alexiadou, 1997; Barrie, 2011) 
and adjective incorporation (Li, 2004; Rießler, 2016). Furthermore, object incorporation itself can be 
categorized to include instances of incorporation of themes, instruments, locations and paths (Mithun, 1984; 
di Sciullo & Williams, 1987; Barrie & Li, 2015). In the current work, I am only concerned with object (theme) 
incorporation.  

9
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which results in a verb stem (Sapir 1911: 255). The example in (5a) illustrates an instance 

of NI in Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan), as discussed in Sapir (1911). Sapir notes that cross-

linguistically, structures with NI have parallel non-incorporated constructions, which differ 

in meaning as shown in (5b).  

(5) (from Sapir 1911: 260; vertical alignment and marking in bold is mine):  
a. Nahuatl (Uto-Aztecan):      

ni-nica-qua  
I   flesh eat 
‘I eat flesh’  

b. ni-c-qua in   nacatl 
I   it eat  the flesh  
‘I eat the flesh’ 

The author attributes the contrast between the two structures to his observation that the 

incorporating version of the verb in (5a) is of a “general application”; i.e., referring to a 

general activity, whereas the non-incorporating version of the verb in (5b) has a “particular 

application”, i.e., refers to “a single activity” (Sapir 1911: 259-260).9 

As Haugen (2008) points out, the essence of this debate relates to the bigger 

theoretical issue regarding the division of labor between morphology and syntax in word-

formation, and whether or not morphology exists as a separate module. Thus, according to 

Haugen, the debate foreshadows the later dispute between syntactic and lexical approaches 

to word-formation, and their respective treatment of NI (for a discussion of the opposing 

camps of “neo-Kroeberians” and “neo-Sapireans” see Haugen, 2008).  

In brief, the lexical approach to NI views it as taking place uniquely in the lexicon, 

which is seen as the locus of word-formation. This approach relies on the idea that 

morphological composition happens prior to syntactic processing, and straightforwardly 

predicts that an internal morphological makeup of an incorporated word (that is, a noun and 

                                                 

9 Eventually, the debate ends with Kroeber (1911) acknowledging Sapir’s (1911) analysis of NI. Sapir’s 
viewpoint remained dominant until the second half of the 20th century.  
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a verb apart) will be inaccessible to syntax (Mithun, 1984; Rosen, 1989; di Sciullo & 

Williams, 1987; Scalise & Guevara, 2005; Barrie, 2011, among many others). 

Contrarily, the syntactic or the non-lexicalist approach assumes a computational 

module which uniformly processes morphemes, words, phrases and sentences (Halle & 

Marantz, 1993; Borer, 2005). Thus, the formation of NI is seen as a direct result of syntactic 

processing, with the individual parts of the incorporated unit visible in syntax (Baker, 2009; 

Barrie, 2011; Haugen, 2008, among many others).10   

We will now consider each of these approaches in more detail. 

2.1.1 Lexical approach 

At the forefront of the new inquiry into NI, the proponents of the lexical approach 

treat incorporation as a compounding of a noun and a verb of a type [V N+V], taking place 

in the lexicon (Mithun, 1984; di Sciullo & Williams, 1987; Rosen, 1989; among others).  

Mithun (1984), in her influential work, presents a robust typological picture of NI, 

which is claimed to reflect the historical development of the phenomenon across languages. 

Mithun presents an “implicational hierarchy” of four types of incorporating strategies, i.e., 

if a language employs a certain type of NI, it will employ the preceding types as well 

(Mithun, 1984: 848).  

Type I incorporation, ‘lexical compounding’, structurally requires the unification of 

two lexical stems: nominal and verbal, to create an intransitive verbal stem for labeling a 

‘name-worthy activity’, i.e., a recognizable, culturally familiar or habitual activity.11 For 

instance, according to Mithun, in English it is more natural to use expressions like berry-

picking and mountain-climbing, since they reflect commonly-accepted standard activities, 

10 Note that the underlying similarity between Kroeber’s account of NI and the syntactic accounts of NI 
relates to tying incorporation to the syntactic (argument) structure of the sentence. 
11 Mithun (1984) uses the notions ‘name-worthy activity’ and ‘institutionalized activity’ interchangeably. 
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rather than ladder-climbing, which is not recognized as such. According to the author, 

lexically incorporated compounds may also occasionally have a ‘non-compositional’, i.e., 

idiomatic or half-idiomatic, meaning.  

  Mithun links these properties to one of the main attributes of incorporated nouns: 

the lack of definiteness- and number-marking and, as a result, their ‘non-referentiality’, i.e., 

the inability to introduce a discourse referent (Mithun, 1984: 848-849, 856). Consider the 

example from Caddo (Caddoan), where the type I incorporated nominal stem -nk- (‘fire’) 

has to be subsequently repeated, which, according to Mithun, indicates that no discourse 

referent had been established by the nominal when it was first used. 

(6) (from Mithun, 1984: 866; marking in bold is mine): 
nas-á-       nk-’a’nih-áh     ha’ahat  há-hu-                  n’k-’i’-sa’. 
hen-3.IRR-fire-make-PERF good       PROG-3.BEN-DAT.fire-be-PROG 

12 

  Mithun suggests that this type of incorporation has two language-specific 

incarnations, such as ‘morphological compounding’ resulting in a formation of a single 

intransitive verbal stem and ‘composition by juxtaposition’, whereby a noun and a verb do 

not form a morpho-phonologically single unit and occur as separate words, yet behave as 

an intransitive verbal construction, in which a noun is deficient (Mithun, 1984: 849-856). 

The example in (6) conforms to the former kind of compounding: in this case the result of 

incorporation is a single intransitive verb fire-make. (7) exemplifies the latter kind of 

compounding in Mokilese (Austronesian). The definite object in (7a) is non-incorporated, 

and in (7b) the incorporated compound is realized as two morpho-phonologically separate 

words.  

(7) (originally from Harrison, 1976; as cited in Mithun, 1984: 849): 
a. Ngoah kohkoa oaring-kai 

I          grind     coconut-these 
‘I am grinding these coconuts’ 

                                                 

12 The translation of the sentence is not provided in the original. 
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b. Ngoah ko      oaring
I           grind coconut

‘I am coconut-grinding’

Structurally, the sentence in (7b) can be analyzed as shown in (8). That is, two lexical 

categories form a compound coconut-grinding, despite occurring as separate words. 

(8)   

Mithun states that incorporation can be identified based on the change of valency of 

the verb. This is particularly clear in languages with ergative-absolutive alignment, i.e., 

where the subject of a transitive clause receives ergative case and the subject of an 

intransitive clause is assigned with absolutive case. Thus, in Tongan (Oceanic), while the 

non-incorporated structure is marked as transitive (9a), the incorporated version contains an 

absolutive-marked subject, indicative of intransitivization (9b). 

(9) (originally from Churchward, 1953; as cited in Mithun, 1984: 851):
a. Na’e inu   ’a      e        kavá  ’é      Sione

PAST drink ABS CONN kava   ERG John
‘John drank the kava’

b. Na’e inu    kavá  ’a     Sione
PAST drink kava  ABS John
‘John kava-drank’

Type II of NI allows ‘manipulation of case roles within clauses’ and results in a verbal 

stem (N+V), able to take an oblique argument, which subsequently takes on a role of a direct 

object (Mithun, 1984: 856). Consider the example (10) from Yucatec (Mayan), which is 

claimed to exhibit both type I and type II incorporation. (10a) shows an ordinary lexical 

compounding, where the incorporated verb is intransitive (identified by the absolutive suffix 
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–en on the subject). The sentence in (10b), as the glossing indicates, conforms to the literal 

‘I tree-chop my cornfield’ and contains a clause with two arguments. The incorporated 

object če’- (‘tree-’) in the transitive verbal unit, leaves its argument (and case-) position, 

which is then occupied by the oblique argument in-kool (‘my cornfield’). This structure has 

a parallel non-incorporated construction (10c), where the direct object position is occupied 

by a referential nominal če’- (‘tree-’).  

(10) (based on Mithun, 1984: 857; marking in bold is mine): 
a. Type I NI: 

č’ak- če’-n-ah-en 
chop-tree-ANTIPASS-PERF-I (ABS)  
‘I wood-chopped’ = ‘I chopped wood’ 

b. Type II NI: 
k-in-č’ak- če’-t-ik                  in-kool 
INCOMP-I-chop-tree-TR-IMPF my-cornfield 
‘I clear my cornfield’ 

c. Non-incorporated structure: 
k-in-č’ak-Ø-k                 če’ ičil  in-kool 
INCOMP-I-chop-it-IMPF tree in   my-cornfieled 
 ‘I chop tree in my cornfield’ 

Type III of NI is a supplementary strategy of ‘discourse structure manipulation’. 

Mithun suggests that in polysynthetic languages, the information structure is ordered in such 

a way that the ‘foregrounded’ (new or salient) information is expressed by non-incorporated 

constructions in the initial part of the sentence, while the ‘backgrounded’ (old or trivial) 

information is presented by incorporated units in its final part (Mithun, 1984: 859). The 

example (11) contains a segment of discourse in Koryak (Chukotko-Kamchatkan), a 

language exhibiting types I-III of NI, where the nominal yúñi (‘whale’) first appears as a 

salient entity of the discourse and subsequently occurs as a part of an incorporated unit ga-

yuny-upenyllenau (‘they-whale-attacked’). 

(11) (from Mithun, 1984: 862; marking in bold is mine): 
wútču             iñínñin yúñi  qulaívun. mal-yúñi.     ga-yuny-upenyllenau. 
this.time.only such    whale it.comes  good-whale  they-whale-attacked  
‘This is the first time that such a whale has come near us. It is a good one (whale). They 
attacked it (the whale).’ 
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Mithun attributes the ability of an incorporated unit to serve as a backgrounding tool in 

discourse to its containing a non-salient noun bound to a verb. 

The last, type IV of NI is called ‘classificatory noun incorporation’ and results in a 

formation of a transitive incorporated N+V verbal stem plus a fully realized direct object. 

This phenomenon is also known as ‘doubling’ (Rosen, 1989; di Sciullo & William, 1987; 

Barrie, 2015). It resembles the type II incorporating strategy but is characterized by a 

semantic similarity between the incorporated N stem and the direct object. Mithun illustrates 

this strategy in Gunwinggu (Australian Aboriginal) (12), where the event of camp-seeing is 

described in more detail by the addition of the direct object new camp: 

(12) (from Mithun 1984: 867): 
…bene-red-naƞ       redgereƞeni  
they.two-camp-saw camp.new 
‘They saw a camp which was freshly made’ (‘They saw a new camp’) 

In general, Mithun (1984, 1986) maintains that incorporation across all four types of 

NI is a morphological process, which she admits strongly resembles a syntactic one. This is 

because the effects of NI in Mithun’s typology involve an interaction of NI with the clausal 

structure and discourse. Importantly, Mithun (1984) has brought to light several 

distinguishing properties of NI, namely ‘non-referentiality’ of the incorporated nominal 

element, reference to a ‘name-worthy’ activity by the whole incorporated construction and 

its occasional ‘non-compositionality’. These properties have since been considered as 

significant hallmarks of object incorporation in general. 

Given that the lexicalist approach restricts NI to the lexicon, there has been a need to 

explain certain properties of incorporated elements, which may otherwise be taken as an 

indication of the involvement of syntactic mechanisms.  

  The first problematic property is ‘stranding’, i.e., appearance of a material related 

to the incorporated noun (such as a modifier, a possessor or a determiner) outside the 

incorporated unit. As (13) illustrates, a quantifier a lot occurs external to the incorporated 
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construction grass-growing/ grass-being. Evidently, the possibility of stranding implies that 

the nominal does not enter word-formation as a whole, which goes against the lexicalist 

assumption.  

(13) (from Mithun, 1984: 866):
wayah hák-k’uht-‘í’-sa’.
a.lot    PROG-grass-be/grow-PROG
‘There is a lot of grass.’

Another problematic point is the occasional ‘discourse transparency’ of the 

incorporated nominals, i.e., their availability for anaphoric uptake. It was indicated above 

that among the key properties of NI is non-referentiality of incorporated nominals, which 

results in their ‘discourse opacity’, i.e., inability to serve as an antecedent to pronouns in 

discourse (Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 18). This property follows from the lexicalist 

assumption that the incorporated elements do not have any syntactic independence. So, it 

comes as a surprise that some incorporated nominals, such as timmisartu- (‘airplane’) in 

West Greenlandic (Eskimo-Aleut) (14), can be referred back to by pronominal suffixes (3sg 

and 4sg): 

(14) Referential NI (from Sadock, 1980: 311; marking in bold is mine):
Suulut      timmisartu-lior-poq.       Sulu-usa-qar-poq       aquute-qar-llu-ni-lu
S∅ren.ABS airplane-make-INDIC.3SG wing-have-INDIC.3SG rudder-have-INF-4SG-and
‘S∅ren made an airplane. It has wings and a rudder’’

Rosen (1989) examines these issues and suggests that nominal and verbal roots may 

lexically combine in two possible ways depending on a given language, namely via 

‘compound NI’ or ‘classifier NI’. 

According to Rosen, compound NI results in a formation of a complex word, where 

the N root satisfies the argument structure of the verb, making it intransitive. Such NI does 

not allow doubling or external modification of the incorporated noun. Structurally, this type 

is analyzed as a simple compounding like in (8).  

Classifier NI results in a complex incorporated transitive verb, requiring an additional 

syntactic argument, which is semantically linked to the incorporated N root. Rosen proposes 
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a structural account of this type as shown in (15) to capture the possibility of stranding and 

doubling in classifier NI languages (Rosen, 1989: 296-297).  

(15) (from Rosen, 1989: 297-298):  

In this analysis, a stranded element is a modifier of a null-head, i.e., a part of a nominal 

phrase with a phonologically null head (Rosen, 1989: 298). Doubling is treated as “an 

example of NI without a null element” and as an additional piece of evidence in support of 

the lexical NI, due to the existing lexical bond between the incorporated nominal and the 

object (Rosen, 1989: 302). 

Di Sciullo & Williams (1987) offer a lexical treatment of NI, based on a central 

claim that words in general and incorporated compounds in particular are “syntactic atoms”, 

i.e., items conforming to X0 position in the syntactic structure (di Sciullo & Williams, 1987: 

1, 46). The authors propose a ‘qualifier theory’ of NI, suggesting that an incorporated 

nominal serves as a “qualifier” on the thematic argument of a verb and may not satisfy the 

argument structure (di Sciullo & Williams, 1987: 64).  

  Di Sciullo & Williams (1987) refer to Mithun (1984) in arguing that potential 

referentiality of incorporated nominals is not problematic for the lexicalist approach, since 

it results from inherent differences in pronominal systems of languages. The authors use 

Mithun’s example from Mohawk given in (16), where the verb lacks an object (see the 
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glossing), but the object can be picked up by pronominal anaphora in the following 

sentence; by which Mohawk differs from English.  

(16) (originally from Mithun, 1984: 871; as cited in di Sciullo & Williams, 1987: 68;
marking in bold is mine):

K-atenun-hah-kwe. Ah tis    yehetkv
I- watch-HAB-PAST   ah how she.ugly
‘I was baby-sitting. Boy, is she ugly’

To sum up, the lexicalist view of NI is based on the idea that the incorporated N+V 

unit is atomic and impervious to the syntax. Therefore, such a unit is expected to enter the 

syntax as a whole, with no possibility of separate manipulations of its parts.  

2.1.2 Syntactic approach 

The syntactic approach to NI considers it as a syntactic process whereby a head noun of an 

object nominal incorporates into a verbal predicate (Sadock, 1980, 1985; Baker, 1988).  

Sadock (1980, 1985, 1991) has pioneered this approach disputing the lexicalist 

analyses of NI due to their inability to account fully for the productivity of NI, or the fact 

that incorporated structures involve an object-predicate relation (syntactic in its nature), in 

addition to having parallel non-incorporated equivalents. Sadock views NI in West 

Greenlandic (Eskimo-Aleut) (Sadock, 1980), Southern Tiwa (Tanoan) (Sadock, 1985) and 

Gtaʔ (Austroasiatic) (Sadock, 1991) as having an undeniable syntactic component.  

Sadock (1980) was the first to point to the possibility of external modification and 

subsequent anaphoric uptake of incorporated nominals in West Greenlandic. The author 

reasons that lexically incorporated nominals are expected to be non-transparent to such 

manipulations due to their assumed pre-syntactic integration into verbs.  

Based on these and other properties, Sadock (1985) proposes a novel analysis for 

word-formation and NI that he calls ‘autolexical syntax’. Although this treatment of NI has 

since been abandoned due to theoretical changes in the generativist framework, it is 

important to note that Sadock acknowledges a probable diversity of approaches to language-
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specific instances of NI, simply arguing that the morpho-syntactic analysis should not be 

rejected for those languages in which such syntactic indicators are found.  

Another influential analysis of NI, and this time an entirely syntactic one, belongs to 

Baker (1988). The uniqueness of this approach is based on the assumption that NI emerges 

from a non-incorporated structure with a full-fledged direct object by means of a syntactic 

‘head-movement operation’. 13  Baker essentially treats lexical compounding as a 

phenomenon separate from NI.   

According to Baker, NI is characterized by the combination of the two syntactic 

heads: N0 and V0, resulting from the head-movement of N0 out of its base position to a verb-

adjacent position (Baker, 1988, 1995, 1996, 2009; Baker et al., 2005).  

This process is illustrated in (17) in the example from Mapudungun (Araucanian). 

(17a) demonstrates a sentence with a canonical non-incorporated direct object, while (17b) 

illustrates a derived incorporated structure. As indicated by (17c), first, the base-generated 

NP, consisting of the determiner and the head noun is merged with the verb. Then, the head 

noun moves up to adjoin the verb, leaving a trace in the NP. The product of this 

incorporation is a verbal element kintu-waka- (‘seek-cow’), in which the noun becomes an 

integral part of the verb, occurring in a strict linear adjacency to it.  

(17) (originally from Salas, 1992:195; as cited in Baker, 2009: 1, 3; marking in bold is mine):
a. Ñi  chao   kintu-le-y                  ta chi pu     waka

my father seek-PROG-IND/3SGS  the     COLL cow
‘My father is looking for the cows’

b. Ñi  chao   kintu-waka-le-y
my father seek-cow-prog-ind-3SGS
‘My father is looking for the cows’

13  This analysis appears in the literature under such terms as ‘syntactic incorporation’, ‘syntactic head-
movement’, ‘head-movement account of NI’, ‘head-incorporation’, ‘movement account of NI’ (see Scalise & 
Guevara, 2005; Haugen, 2008; Borik & Gehrke, 2015; Massam, 2001; Öztürk, 2005; Rosen, 1989). 
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c. 

As can be seen from the proposed structure, the analysis can account for both the possibility 

of stranding and referentiality in NI, since the material in the NP out of which the head noun 

moves remains syntactically tied to the trace of the head N. Baker proposes that the ability 

to undergo incorporation is available to both objects of transitive verbs and subjects of 

intransitive verbs, which is taken as a strong argument in favor of the syntactic nature of NI. 

Baker (2009) discusses the motivations behind the head-movement analysis, which, 

he argues, remain relevant even in the light of considerable theoretical shifts, brought by 

various subsequent analyses of NI (e.g., van Geenhoven, 1998; Massam, 2001; Koopman 

& Szabolcsi, 2000). He stresses the existence of language-specific incarnations of NI, which 

make it possible for these analyses to co-exist, since all presuppose a strong syntactic (as 

opposed to lexical) underpinning of NI. 

To summarize, the syntactic approach to NI attempts to address the interaction of 

sentential argument structure and NI, its general productivity, as well as the syntactic 

visibility of incorporated items (including potential referentiality of incorporated N 

elements and the possibility of stranding).  

As often noted, the debate between the lexical vs. syntactic approaches to NI has 

lessened with the advancement of the linguistic theory which permits the erasure of strict 

boundaries between morphological and syntactic processes involved in word-formation (see 

among others Massam, 2009; Borik & Gehrke, 2015). The debate still remains relevant, 
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however, for language-specific occurrences of NI, especially in polysynthetic languages 

(see among others, Baker, 2009; Barrie & Mathieu, 2015). 

  In the following subsection, I discuss one more approach to NI, which has turned 

attention to a number of semantic properties of NI, thus shifting the discussion of the 

phenomenon to the semantic and pragmatic domains.  

2.1.3 Semantic approach  

  A number of properties of NI, which had been initially identified by the proponents 

of the lexicalist and syntactic approaches in the context of the study of word-formation, 

were subsequently analyzed from the semantic perspective.  

  For instance, the contrast between general ‘non-referentiality’ and more limited, but 

nonetheless significant cases of ‘discourse transparency’ of incorporated nominals, as well 

as the distinction of transitive vs. intransitive clauses containing incorporated objects, have 

raised important theoretical questions regarding the semantic contribution of incorporated 

elements. Another property of NI which has been at the center of the semantic inquiry, was 

alluded to above by Mithun (1984). It concerns the absence of number-marking on the 

incorporated nominals. As a result, such nominals obtain what is known as ‘number-

neutrality’, i.e., the ability of morphologically singular nominals to receive singular as well 

as plural interpretations. 

  Regarding the issue of discourse transparency of incorporated nominals in West 

Greenlandic, Bittner (1994) argues that they have an existential force and are able to 

introduce a novel discourse referent (‘a letter’ or ‘letters’) (18a) but unable to refer to an 

entity already established in the discourse or belonging to a previously established set. Note 

that the example also explicitly indicates number-neutrality of such nominals. Moreover, 

incorporated nominals take an ‘obligatory narrow scope’, i.e., interpreted under the scope 

of various operators, such as negation, universal quantification and intensional predicates, 
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unable to receive a wide-scope interpretation, as is demonstrated in the example with 

negation in (18b). 

(18) (from Bittner, 1994: 118):
a. Juuna allagar-si-v-u-q

J. letter-get-IND-[-tr]-3SG
(i) Juuna got a letter (or some letters).
(ii) *Juuna got the letter (or the letters)

b. Juuna Kaali-mit marlun-nik   allagar-si-nngi-l-a-q.
J.-ABS K.-ABL     two-INST.PL letter-get-NEG-IND-[-tr]-3SG
(i) Juuna didn’t buy any book.
(ii) *There is a book Juuna didn’t buy.

Bittner (1994) follows Baker’s (1988) head-movement analysis to derive NI in West

Greenlandic. According to this approach, the existential force of West Greenlandic 

incorporated nouns, as well as their number-neutrality, are due to the semantic properties of 

the nominal phrase that hosts the head noun and, subsequently, its trace. In particular, it is 

proposed that number-neutrality arises from pluralization of the head noun, denoting a set 

of atomic entities, via a pluralization operator contributed by the determiner of the trace-

bearing NP. The obligatory narrow scope interpretation is derived syntactically, as the 

incorporated nominal is not allowed to undergo quantifier raising (QR).  

A pivotal point in the discussion of the semantic component of NI has been reached 

with the introduction of van Geenhoven’s (1996, 1998) ‘semantic incorporation’ analysis to 

account for West Greenlandic (and Germanic) narrow scope indefinites.  

Van Geenhoven argues that West Greenlandic NI is essentially a merge of a base-

generated N0 root with a V0 root to form an incorporated intransitive structure.14 Stranded 

modifiers, occurring outside the incorporated verbal unit, as in (19), are treated syntactically 

as VP-modifiers and semantically as modifiers of the incorporated noun.  

14 Van Geenhoven (1998: 13, 14) indicates that syntactically, West Greenlandic NI can be identified based on 
the intransitivization of the verbal element, which holds even for constructions lacking morpho-syntactic and 
morpho-phonological unification between the nominal and the verb. 
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(19) (from van Geenhoven, 1998: 18; marking in bold is mine):
Esta       nutaa-mik       aalisagar-si-v-u-q
Esta.abs fresh-intsr.-sg fish-get-ind-[-tr]-3sg
‘Esta got fresh fish’

In her formative semantic analysis, van Geenhoven (1996, 1998) proposes that NI 

in West Greenlandic is motivated by the corresponding semantics of a number-neutral noun 

and an incorporating transitive verb. She argues that there are two types of such verbs: 

intensional verbs, which are inherently incorporating, and extensional verbs, which alternate 

between incorporating and non-incorporating instances, as shown in (20).  

(20) (from van Geenhoven, 1998: 132):
a. Non-incorporating verbs: λws λye λxe [Verbw (x, y)]
b. Incorporating verbs: λP <s,<e,t>> λws λxe ∃y [Verbw (x, y) ∧ Pw (y)]

Without delving into the details of the Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) and possible 

world semantics, note that (20a) stands for cases of standard non-incorporating 

complementation, where a referential object of a semantic type <e>, denoting an individual, 

combines with a transitive verb and saturates its argument position.  

In contrast, (20b) reflects that an incorporated noun is a predicate which denotes a 

property, whose semantic type is <e, t>. A property-denoting noun does not saturate the 

argument position of a verb, but merely restricts it. Therefore, the combination of an object 

with a transitive verbal element, whose semantic type is <e, <e, t>>, is only possible after a 

type-mismatch resolution. Van Geenhoven suggests that an incorporating verb undergoes 

type-shifting, i.e., a transition of an expression from one semantic type to another (Partee, 

1987) (i.e., from <e, <e, t>> to <<e, t>, <e, t>>), and ‘absorbs’ the property-denoting 

predicate (van Geenhoven, 1998: 206). Note also that the incorporating verb provides an 

existential binding to the variable of its internal argument. Accordingly, the discourse 

transparency of the incorporated nominal is analyzed as arising from the existential binding 
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of the argument variable contributed by the verb (cf. the semantics of the verb in 20b).15  

Furthermore, the obligatory narrow scope follows from the fact that any operator appearing 

above the verb automatically scopes over the existential element, the source of which is the 

verb itself.  

By means of the type-theoretic framework, van Geenhoven succeeds in capturing 

the semantic deficiency of the incorporated object nominal. In so doing, she provides a 

uniform account, which derives the particulars of the scopal behavior, referentiality and 

number-neutrality of the nominal, as well as the interaction of the syntactic and semantic 

status of the nominal and the verbal elements.  

In this section, I have presented three approaches to the treatment of the phenomenon 

of noun incorporation, which can be broadly characterized as a morpho-syntactic and/or 

morpho-phonological fusion of a head noun in the object position into a verb, yielding an 

incorporated verbal head. As discussed in the first two subsections, the lexical and the 

syntactic approaches to NI focus specifically on the issues of word-formation, investigating 

morphological and syntactic properties of the phenomenon, while the semantic approach 

captures the essential semantic attributes of NI. 

In the upcoming discussion, I refer to the phenomenon of NI discussed above under 

the general term of ‘true incorporation’ (see Baker, 1988; Massam, 2001).  

In the next section I turn to the examination of another type of incorporation, known 

as ‘pseudo-incorporation’ (see Massam, 2001, 2017; Dayal, 2003), broadly characterized 

by a less allied relationship between the incorporated nominal and the verb. 

15 The issue of discourse transparency of incorporated nominals in polysynthetic languages is also discussed 
in an earlier work by van Geenhoven (1992), where she presents a number of arguments against the syntactic 
treatments of NI à la Sadock (1991) and Baker (1988). 
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2.2 Pseudo-Incorporation 

The subsequent development of the discussion of morpho-syntactic and semantic properties 

of true incorporation has resulted in the identification of an array of languages in which 

object-verb constructions have a more distant morpho-syntactic interaction, but that still 

exhibit semantic properties in alliance with true incorporation. These languages have come 

to be analyzed as lacking object incorporation in the classical sense, but employing a more 

loosely defined type of incorporation, namely ‘pseudo-incorporation’ (PI).16 

The current subsection explores treatment of PI in the literature. The discussion 

follows the classification used by Dayal (2003, 2011, 2015) and Borik & Gehrke (2015), 

who analyze the phenomenon as encompassing two components, namely ‘morpho-

syntactic’ and ‘semantic’. 

2.2.1 Morpho-syntax of Pseudo-Incorporation 

As Dayal (2003, 2011, 2015) suggests, the phenomenon of object incorporation in a 

broad sense (as in ‘incorporation’ vs. ‘standard complementation’) and in a narrow sense 

(as in ‘true incorporation’ vs. ‘pseudo-incorporation’), can be straightforwardly identified 

based on morpho-syntactic evidence. 

Generally speaking, there exist two sets of interrelated morpho-syntactic properties 

of PI. In conjunction, they distinguish the phenomenon from both standard 

complementation of full-fledged direct objects and true incorporation.  

16 According to Borik & Gehrke (2015: 9) and various other sources, the languages analyzed as involving PI 
in one way or another, include: Albanian (Kallulli, 1999), Brazilian Portuguese (Schmitt & Munn, 2000, 
2003), Catalan and Spanish (Espinal & McNally, 2007, 2009, 2011), Danish (Asudeh & Mikkelsen, 2000), 
English (Stvan, 1998, 2009), French (Mathieu, 2004; Hirschbühler & Labelle, 2009), German (Barrie, 2006; 
Barrie & Spreng, 2009), Hindi (Dayal, 2003, 2011, 2015), Hungarian (Farkas & de Swart, 2003), Niuean 
(Massam, 2001), Norwegian (Borthen, 2003), Persian (Modarresi & Simonenko, 2007; Modarresi, 2014; 
Krifka & Modarresi, 2016), Romanian and Spanish (Dobrovie-Sorin et al., 2006), Russian (Partee & Borschev, 
2004; Kagan, 2005; Kagan & Pereltsvaig, 2011; Kagan, 2012, 2015), Sakha and Tamil (Baker, 2014), Swedish 
(Börjars, 1994), Turkish (Öztürk, 2005; Kamali, 2015), etc.  
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  The first set of properties has to do with the nominal structure of the PI object, while 

the second set concerns its syntactic position in a clause. This idea is best illustrated in the 

following example by Dayal (2015), which displays both the nominal structure (21a) and 

the nominal’s syntactic position relative to the verb (21b).  

(21) (from Dayal, 2015: 52; b - is altered to include vP, mentioned by Dayal in the text): 

(21a) reflects that the nominal structure in PI is characterized by a dual nature. On the one 

hand, pseudo-incorporated objects have ‘a reduced nominal structure’. 17  That is, in 

contrast to full DP arguments and similar to truly incorporated nominals, PI objects lack 

certain morpho-syntactic elements corresponding to the morphological marking of 

definiteness (e.g., determiners, possessors, case-markers, relative clause modification, etc.) 

and/ or number (e.g., determiners, quantifiers, number-markers, etc.). On the other hand, PI 

objects tend to manifest ‘a potentially phrasal nominal structure’.  That is, unlike truly 

incorporated nominals, which are shown to be head nouns incompatible with both 

inflectional morphology and direct modification, pseudo-incorporated nominals permit a 

                                                 

17 Dayal (2003, 2011, 2015) also refers to this property of PI as ‘reduced morpho-syntax’, while Borik & 
Gehrke (2015: 10) call it ‘degrees of bareness’. 
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variety of phrasal elements, such as case- and/ or number-marking, as well as modification. 

Note that while the exact combination of the morpho-syntactic elements may differ from 

one language to another, the specified two-fold character of the nominal structure is 

observed in the majority of PI languages. 

The structure in (21b) captures duality pertaining to the syntactic position of the 

pseudo-incorporated object relative to the incorporating verb. While it is generally observed 

that such nominals occupy ‘a preverbal position’, PI constructions do not exhibit a rigid 

morpho-syntactic interaction like that in TI, and the object nominal may show ‘a lack of 

strict verb-adjacency’. For instance, such a construction may be split by an insertion of 

another linguistic element and/or by the nominal evincing a significant syntactic mobility.  

Let us start by considering the first set of properties regarding the nominal structure 

in the cross-linguistic study of PI. 

Massam (2001), who originally coined the term ‘pseudo noun incorporation’ (PNI), 

notes that incorporated objects in Niuean (Oceanic) contrast with full DP arguments in “[…] 

the absence of pronominal functional elements” (Massam, 2001: 157). As (22a) illustrates, 

the full DP nominal is morpho-syntactically complex, containing both plural- and object-

marking. The incorporated nominal in (22b) occurs in a bare form. 

(22) (originally from Seiter, 1980: 69; as cited in Massam, 2001: 157):
a. Takafaga tūmau  nī       e     ia  e     tau ika.

hunt        always Emph Erg he Abs Pl  fish
He is always fishing.

b. Takafaga ika  tūmau  nī      a     ia. 
hunt        fish always Emph Abs he 
He is always fishing. 

Massam counters the argument previously made by Seiter (1980), who analyzed 

Niuean as employing TI, by showing that Niuean incorporated objects are not head nouns 

(N0s), but are noun phrases (NPs). This is evident from the possibility of their modification 
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by adjectives (23a) and certain grammatical morphemes, such as, for instance, the 

comitative mo and the absolutive e in (23b). 

(23) (from Massam, 2001: 158, 160):
a. ne  inu    kofe    kono a     Mele

pst drink coffee bitter abs Mele
‘Mele drank bitter coffee’

b. Ne kai sipi mo        e     ika mitaki a     Sione
Pst eat chip Comtv Abs fish good   Abs Sione
Sione ate good fish and chips

Dayal (2003, 2011, 2015) demonstrates that in Hindi (Indo-Aryan), ‘pseudo-

incorporation’ applies to bare objects, i.e., nominals lacking accusative case-marking and 

determiners.18 Such nominals can be modified and conjoined (24a), as well as pluralized 

(24b). Based on these and other properties, Dayal (2011, 2015) argues that PI nominals are 

exclusively number phrases (NumPs).  

(24) (a - from Dayal, 2003: 11; b - from Dayal, 2015: 49; marking in bold is mine):
a. anu apne   beTe ke-liye sundar   aur  paRhii-likhii laRkii DhuunDh rahii hai

anu self’s son   for        beautiful and educated girl              is-searching
‘Anu is looking for a beautiful and educated girl for her son.’

b. anu  bacce    sambhaaltii hai
anu children manages
‘Anu looks after children’

Hungarian (Finno-Ugric) presents another language-specific incarnation of PI. Farkas 

& de Swart (2003) indicate that Hungarian preverbal bare nominals, i.e., nominals lacking 

determiners, undergo PI. As in Hindi, PI of plural nominals is allowed (25). However, unlike 

that in Hindi, Hungarian bare nominals in the object position occur case-marked. 

Importantly, such object-marking does not interact with definiteness/ specificity as it does 

in Niuean and Hindi.19 

18 Note the minor difference between the notions of ‘pseudo-incorporation’ (Dayal, 2003) and ‘pseudo noun 
incorporation’ (Massam, 2001). Dayal treats PI as a less restrictive type of incorporation, while Massam treats 
PNI as an incorporation-like property of bare objects and opposes it to NI specifically.  
19 I assume that specificity encompasses a mixture of various effects discussed in the literature, such as scope 
interaction, familiarity, discourse prominence, noteworthiness, partitivity, referential anchoring (see, Milsark, 
1974; Givón, 1983; Fodor & Sag, 1982; Enç, 1991; von Heusinger, 2002; Ionin, 2006).  
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(25) (based on Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 6, 12):
Mari verset/        verseket         olvas. 
Mari poem.ACC    poem.PL.ACC read 
‘Mari is reading a poem (poems)’ / ‘Mari is reading poems’ 

Espinal & McNally (2011) analyze PI of Spanish and Catalan (Romance) bare objects, 

i.e., nominals lacking determiners, number- and case-marking. Although the bare nominal

is treated as forming a [V V N] construction, where it occurs as a head noun, the authors 

specifically point out that modification of the nominal is allowed and “an NP can substitute 

for N” (Espinal & McNally, 2011: 104). Consider the example from Catalan (26a), where 

the incorporated nominal is modified by adjectives and a prepositional phrase complement. 

Such modification is indicated as possible only when the modifier renders an interpretation 

of a more specific kind of an object (as in faldilla ‘skirt’ – faldilla de quadres ‘a plaid skirt’), 

instead of expressing particular information about it. This is the reason why bare objects 

cannot be modified by restrictive relative clauses, as in the example from Spanish (26b): 

(26) (from Espinal & McNally, 2011: 99; the translation of b is mine):
a. Per a aquest espectacle necessitareu   faldilla {llarga/ escocesa/ de quadres}.

For to this    event         need.FUT.2PL  skirt      long/    Scottish/  plaid
‘For this event you will need a long skirt/ a kilt/ a plaid skirt.’

b. *El Senñor Ríos posee/  tiene  dato   que necesito. 
the  Mr.      Ríos possesses/ has    datum that need.1SG
‘Mr. Rios has the datum that I need’ 

Persian (Iranian) is yet another language which has been claimed to involve object 

incorporation in its less traditional form.20 Modarresi (2014) suggests that incorporation 

applies to Persian bare nominals, i.e., nominals lacking any morphological marking 

(including case-, number- and indefiniteness-markers). She analyzes Persian bare objects as 

head nouns (N0) which allow a limited modification. For instance, as shown in (27), bare 

nominals permit modification in ezafe-constructions, i.e., constructions containing two 

20 Modarresi & Simonenko (2007), Modarresi (2014) refer to it as ‘quasi-incorporation’ to distinguish it from 
the classical TI. In a later work, Krifka & Modarresi (2016) use the term ‘pseudo-incorporation’. 
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expressions joined by an unstressed vowel –e (Ghomeshi, 1997: 729). 

(27) (based on Modarresi, 2014: 23):
mæn ketab-e-ghesseh mi.khær.æm.
I       book-ez-story      dur.buy.1sg
‘I buy story books.’

Similar to Massam (2001), Espinal & McNally (2011), Modarresi notes that modification 

of incorporated bare nouns is possible when the modifier invokes the noun itself as a type, 

rather than its individual properties. 

To sum up, PI nominals across a number of languages conform to the generalization 

made earlier, manifesting both a reduced and potentially phrasal nominal structure.  

Moving to the second set of properties related to the syntactic position of the nominal 

and the incorporating verb, let us note that in all of the examples above, PI nominals occupy 

a preverbal position. In fact, in languages like Niuean and Hungarian, this verb-adjacency 

is achieved as a result of a word order change.  

In Niuean, the word order changes from the standard non-incorporating VSOX (verb-

subject-object-participle) to VOXS (verb-object-participle-subject). Massam analyzes PI as 

a merger of a base-generated noun phrase with a verb. Subsequently, the object NP with a 

reduced morpho-syntax is unable to check the absolutive case (since only DPs have a case 

feature) and stays inside the minimal VP. From here, the entire VP undergoes predicate 

fronting, which leads to the VOXS word order. In the non-incorporating VSOX 

configuration, a V merges with a DP, which then moves out of the minimal VP to check the 

case feature. Predicate fronting in these constructions is also applied to a VP. However, the 

fronted VP contains only a trace of the object and not the object itself.  

In Hungarian, the word order change is from the canonical SVO (subject-verb-object) 

to SOV (subject-object-verb). Farkas & de Swart (2003) note that the former order pertains 

to the standard complementation of a full DP argument (28a), while the latter order involves 

a bare object occupying the immediately preverbal position (28b). 
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(28) (from Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 6):
a. Mari olvas egy verset.

Mari read   a     poem.ACC
‘Mari is reading a poem.’

b. Mari verset       olvas.
Mari poem.ACC read
‘Mari is reading a poem/ poems’

 As Farkas & de Swart note, constructions with bare objects are highly productive in 

Hungarian and are not limited to a certain class of verbs. Adopting Szabolcsi’s (1997) notion 

of ‘Predicate Operator (PredOP)’, the authors identify a specific syntactic position where 

the bare nominal combines with the verb. According to the authors, the PredOP position is 

unavailable for the full DP direct objects and serves as the only location that the bare 

(singular) nominal may occupy. Hence, Farkas & de Swart claim that although bare objects 

are not fully realized direct objects, Hungarian syntax allocates a unique argument position 

for them.  

In languages where all objects appear preverbally, it is argued that PI nominals are 

syntactic complements of transitive verbs, on a par with canonical direct objects.  

Dayal (2003, 2011) indicates that the combined bare object and the verb in Hindi show 

syntactic agreement in compliance with the general pattern observed in standard 

complementation. This is taken as evidence that bare nominals are “syntactically visible 

complements”, which occur outside the transitive verb (Dayal, 2003: 11; 2011: 136).  

Espinal & McNally (2011) identify a key syntactic property of Spanish and Catalan 

bare nominals, namely their status as syntactic complements. According to the authors, the 

evidence for this comes from the ungrammaticality of stranding (29a) and doubling (29b), 

which strongly suggest that the bare nominal is selected by the verb and remains in the 

object position. In this regard, bare nominals pattern with full DP arguments. 
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(29) (from Espinal & McNally, 2011: 89):
a. Catalan

*En  Joan  necessita/ porta/  té.
DET Joan needs/   wears/ has 

b. Spanish Catalan 
*Tengo piso           un duplex./ *Tinc  pis            un duplex 

have    apartment a   duplex      have apartment a   duplex 

The syntactic component of Modarresi’s (2014) analysis of Persian is based on the 

assumption that bare nominals are VP-internal syntactic objects and, therefore, do not carry 

the object marker which signals VP-external material (Modarresi, 2014: 37).  

The relative syntactic independence of PI objects (compared to TI ones) contributes 

to their syntactic mobility: they may appear non-adjacent to the incorporating verb.  

For instance, as Dayal (2003) illustrates, negation may separate Hindi bare nominals 

from verbs (30a). Moreover, as a result of contrastive focus intonations, bare objects may 

scramble away from the preverbal position to either the topic position (30b) or the post-

verbal position (30c).  

(30)
a.

 (a, b-based on Dayal, 2003: 12; c-from Dayal, 2003b: 79):
(baRii hokar)                    anu  macclii nahiiN becegii 
grown-up after-becoming Anu fish       not      will-sell
`Anu will not sell fish when she grows up.'

b. kitaab Anu bhii/ zaroor      becegii 
book,   Anu also  definitely will-sell 
`Anu will also/ definitely sell books.'

c. Anu paRh rahii hai, kitaab
Anu read-PROG-PR       book
‘Anu is reading a/ the book’

Farkas & de Swart (2003) show that Hungarian PI objects occur post-verbally in case 

of negation (31a), subjunctive mood (31b) and preverbal focus (31c).  

(31) (from Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 12, 93):
a. Mari nem olvas verset.

Mari not   read   poem.ACC
‘Mari does not read a poem/ poems’
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b. Olvassál       verset!
Read.SUBJ.II poem.ACC
‘Read a poem/ poems/ poetry!’

c. Mari PETINEK   olvassot    verset.
Mari Peti.DATIVE read.PAST poem.ACC
‘Mari is reading a poem/ poems’

Espinal & McNally (2011) exemplify that it is possible to interrupt the adjacency 

between the PI nominal and the verb by inserting an adverb: 

(32) (from Espinal & McNally, 2011: 104):
Lleva siempre sombrero de copa.
wears always   hat          of  top 
‘(S)he always wears a top hat.’ 

Finally, bare nominals in Persian exhibit a significant mobility and do not need to be 

strictly verb-adjacent. Modarresi & Simonenko (2007: 185) show that adverbs may 

intervene between the nominal and the verb. Modarresi (2014) illustrates that the bare object 

can move as a result of contrastive focus: 

(33) (from Modarresi, 2014: 38):
film Hæmeh    too khooneh mi.bin. ænd.
film everybody in  house     dur.watch.3pl.
‘It is movie that everybody watches at home.’

The discussion above indicates that the morpho-syntactic properties of PI are 

strikingly similar across languages. Broadly, the cross-linguistic prerequisites of PI on the 

nominal structure include the absence of a DP functional projection and the potential 

presence of a NP projection. Such nominals are generally verb-adjacent, but the adjacency 

may be interrupted due to the lack of morpho-syntactic fusion between the nominal and the 

verb. These characteristics in a bundle make PI distinct from both standard 

complementation and TI.  

In the next subsection, I turn to the investigation of the semantic component of PI, the 

particulars of which are parallel to the semantic attributes of TI.  
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2.2.2 Semantics of Pseudo-Incorporation  

  The study of the semantic component of pseudo-incorporation is affected 

considerably by the previous semantic analyses of true incorporation.  For instance, in line 

with van Geenhoven (1996, 1998), it is generally argued that PI nominals denote properties, 

i.e., are of the type <e, t>, which accounts for their reduced morpho-syntax (e.g., the absence 

of determiners and canonical object morphology) and the existing contrasts with both 

quantificational (of the type <<e, t>, t>) and individual-denoting (of the type <e>) full-

fledged DP objects (see among others, Dayal, 2003, 2011, 2015 for Hindi; Farkas & de 

Swart, 2003 for Hungarian; Kagan, 2005, 2012, 2015 for Russian; Dobrovie-Sorin et al., 

2006 for Romanian and Spanish; Espinal & McNally, 2011 for Spanish and Catalan; 

Modarresi, 2014 for Persian).  

The issue of property-denotation leads to another question regarding the role of such 

nominals in the argument structure. The previous section states that PI nominals are 

generally considered to be syntactic complements of their predicates. Semantically, 

however, the role of the nominal in the argument structure is analyzed differently.  

Farkas & de Swart (2003) propose a DRT-based analysis of PI, in which pseudo-

incorporated nominals are recognized as ‘uninstantiated thematic arguments’. According to 

this analysis, when combining with the verb, only full-fledged DPs and not bare nominals 

undergo the operation of Instantiation, i.e., a substitution of the thematic argument of the 

predicate by the discourse referent. Conversely, morpho-syntactically reduced bare 

nominals and verbs form complex predicates via Unification, i.e., an integration of the two 

predicative conditions (the nominal’s and the verb’s) with the subsequent replacement of 

the thematic argument of the verb by that of the nominal.  

Espinal & McNally (2011) and Dayal (2011) argue that PI nominals are ‘modifiers’ 

of verbs, which are in turn characterized as predicates of events. 
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Dayal (2011) suggests that compositionally, in PI, property-denoting nominals are 

selected by incorporating verbs as internal arguments. As (34a) indicates, such nominals 

turn the whole incorporated construction into an event sub-type, and thus serve as ‘event 

modifiers’. In contrast, standard transitive verbs take individual-denoting or quantificational 

nominals as their full-fledged internal arguments, (34b). 

(34) (based on Dayal, 2011: 146):
a. Catch INC-V = λP λy λe [P-catch(e) & Agent(e) = y],

where ∃e [P-catch(e)] = 1 iff ∃eʹ[catch(eʹ) & ∃x[P(x) & Theme(eʹ) = x]] 
b. Catch TV    = λx λy λe [catch(e) & Agent(e) = y & Theme(e) = x]

According to Espinal & McNally (2011), the internal argument is suppressed via a 

lexical rule applied to the incorporating verb. This is because PI in Spanish and Catalan is 

limited to ‘HAVE’-PREDICATES, i.e., verbs which convey the general concept of having. The 

rule for argument-suppression in (35a) reflects that the input contains a thematic argument, 

which is subsequently lost in the output and is substituted by a lexically verb-dependent 

item (the ‘role function’, θ). To avoid the semantic selection of the property-denoting 

nominal by the verb à la Dayal (2011), the authors posit the intersective composition rule 

(as opposed to functional application), as shown in (35b): 

(35) (from Espinal &McNally, 2011: 110, 112):
a. Input:  λyλe[V(e)˄θ(e) = y˄w[C(w)] [eʹ[depend(e, eʹ, w)˄have(eʹ)˄havee(eʹ) = y]]]

Output:   λe[V(e)˄ w[C(w)] [eʹ[depend(e, eʹ, w)˄have(eʹ)˄havee(eʹ) = θ(e)]]]

b. If [[V]] = λe[V(e)]and θ is an implicit role function defined for V,
and if [[N]] = N, a property,
then [[ [V N] ]] = λe[V(e) ˄ N(θ(e))].

Essentially, the latter rule reflects the modificational status of the nominal, which restricts 

the role function contributed by the verb. 

For PI in Persian, Modarresi & Simonenko (2007) and Modarresi (2014) adopt the 

renowned analysis by Chung & Ladusaw (2004), according to which incorporated nominals 

are ‘restrictive modifiers’ of predicates. In particular, Chung & Ladusaw (2004) propose 

that the property-denoting nominal and the transitive verbal predicate combine via the 
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RESTRICT function, i.e., a non-saturating mode of semantic composition which restricts 

the verb argument by the meaning of the nominal (Chung & Ladusaw, 2004: 5; Modarresi, 

2014: 36). This process is illustrated in (36a), where the combination of the two meanings 

yields a predicate buy restricted to books.  

(36) (from Modarresi, 2014: 36, 37):
a. RESTRICT (λyλx [buy’(y)(x), book’) = λyλx [buy’(y)(x) ˄ book’(y)]
b. EC (RESTRICT (λyλx [buy’(y)(x), book’)) = λx ∃y[buy’(y)(x) ˄ book’(y)]

Chung and Ladusaw (2004) define the operation of ‘predicate restriction’ as the one 

in which the combination of a property and a predicate results in a predicate which serves 

as a function whose domain narrows down to a subdomain of the predicate prior to the 

operation (Chung & Ladusaw, 2004: 6). The restrictive modifier leaves the argument 

structure of the predicate unsaturated. Combining Davidsonian event semantics (see 

Davidson, 1967; Parsons, 1990) with Diesing’s mapping hypothesis (see Diesing, 1992), 

Chung & Ladusaw (2004) argue that semantic completeness of the predicate must be 

attained by the application of the Existential Closure (EC), i.e., a default operation that 

involves binding of all free variables in its scope by existential quantification. Based on this, 

Modarresi (2014: 37) suggests for Persian, that to close off the argument position, the object 

argument receives an existential binding from EC posited over the VP, as reflected in (36b). 

Overall, the entire process does not require any type-shifting for the type-mismatch 

resolution, and is an alternative to functional application. 

As is outlined in the previous section, there is a morpho-syntactic divergence between 

TI and PI. Semantically, however, PI mirrors the properties identified in TI. Below, I will 

address the treatment of such properties as obligatory narrow scope, number-neutrality and 

problematic discourse anaphora of PI objects, as well as name-worthiness of PI verbal 

constructions, based on Dayal’s (2015) list of semantic hallmarks of incorporation (see also 

Dayal, 2003, 2011).  
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An ‘obligatory narrow scope’ interpretation of incorporated nominals has been 

reported in many PI languages, including the earlier discussed Niuean (Massam, 2001), 

Hindi (Dayal, 2003, 2011, 2015), Hungarian (Farkas & de Swart, 2003), Spanish and 

Catalan (Espinal & McNally, 2011) and Persian (Modarresi, 2014), and is considered as a 

reliable indicator of object incorporation (see Dayal, 2003, 2011, 2015; Farkas & de Swart, 

2003; Borik & Gehrke, 2015). 

The example (37) illustrates this process in Niuean PI. According to Massam (2001), 

the sentence cannot be interpreted in such a way that the nominal takes a wide scope over 

the negation operator (i.e., *x > Neg: ‘there exist material goods, of which some 

Polynesian islands have a surplus’).  

(37) Niuean (originally from the Institute of Pacific Studies, 1982: Ch. 3; as cited in Massam,
2001: 174):

…nākai muhu           mena mahuiga       e     falu    a     atu-motu       Polinesia. 
not    have=plenty thing sought=after Abs some Abs group-island Polynesian 

‘…some Polynesian islands don’t have a surplus of material goods.’ 

Generally, narrow scope interpretation of incorporated bare nominals is analyzed as 

‘scopal inertness’, i.e., inability of the nominal to enter into scopal relations with another 

operator in a sentence, due to a specific closeness of the nominal to the predicate. 

The multiple analyses of PI presented above account for this property. For instance, 

according to Farkas & de Swart (2003), only determiner-bearing nominals may introduce 

discourse referents with a free scopal potential (Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 118). Therefore, 

the scopal interpretation of the morpho-syntactically reduced nominal is fully dependent on 

the position of the verbal predicate relative to any operator. Dayal (2015) posits no 

existential force in Hindi PI constructions and, hence with regards to scopal interpretation, 

any operators appearing above the predicate would end up scoping over the nominal. 

Espinal & McNally (2011) note that in Spanish and Catalan, the existential force, indirectly 

linked to the incorporated nominal, is due to the lexical contribution of the verb and, 
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therefore, can only be interpreted locally (Espinal & McNally, 2011: 113; cf. 35a). 

Similarly, in Persian, the existential closure appears immediately over the VP containing 

the bare nominal, and leads to its fixed scope (Modarresi, 2014: 30, 37).  

Another well-accepted property of PI is ‘number-neutrality’ of the nominal. Consider 

an example from Catalan by Espinal & McNally (2011), where the number-neutral nominal 

is compatible with the subsequent singular and plural interpretations (38a), which is not the 

case with overtly singular indefinites (38b). 

(38) (from Espinal & McNally, 2011: 93):
a. Busco           pis.         {Un a Barcelona./ Un a Barcelona i un a Girona}.

look.for.1SG apartment one in Barcelona  one in Barcelona and one in Girona
‘I’m looking for an apartment.{One in Barcelona/ One in Barcelona and one in Girona.}’

b. Busco           un pis.         {Un a Barcelona./ #Un a Barcelona i     un a Girona}
look.for.1SG an apartment one in Barcelona one in Barcelona and one in Girona
‘I’m looking for an apartment. One in Barcelona.’

Traditionally, number-neutrality in PI is ascribed to the internal semantics of 

incorporated bare singular nominals (van Geenhoven, 1998; Dayal, 2003; Farkas & de 

Swart, 2003; Espinal & McNally, 2011; Modarresi, 2014). For instance, Dayal (2003) 

suggests that Hindi pseudo-incorporated bare singulars are number-neutral, i.e., of both 

atomic and non-atomic denotation, while bare plurals have only plural denotation. However, 

Dayal (2011, 2015) modifies this statement, arguing that the former, in Hindi and 

Hungarian, are NumPs and by default refer to atomic entities, with their number-neutrality 

stemming from aspectual information. Consider (39), where the interpretation of the bare 

singular object changes from number-neutral in the atelic context in (39a) to strictly singular 

in the telic one in (39a, b):  

(39) (from Dayal, 2015: 66):
a. anu-ne     tiin ghanTe meN/ tiin ghanTe tak kitaab paRhii

Anu-ERG 3     hours    in      3     hours    for book   read-PFV
‘Anu read a book in three hours” = exactly one book' 
‘Anu read a book for three hours” = one or more book 
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b. anu-ne     tiin ghanTe meN/ *tiin ghanTe tak kitaab paRh Daalii
Anu-ERG 3     hours    in  3     hours    for book   read   COMPL
‘Anu read a book in three hours” = exactly one book’ 

Dayal derives number-neutrality of the nominal in atelic environments like in (39a) from 

the pluractional operator (Lasersohn, 1995) applied over the incorporating verb. The 

pluractional operator turns a predicate of an event into a predicate of plural events, with 

multiple sub-events of book-reading. Each sub-event involves an atomic book, which may 

or may not be the same in all the sub-events. The absence of number-neutrality in telic 

environments such as in (39a, b) is analyzed as a result of telicity, which derives from 

atomicity, which in turn is incompatible with pluractionality. 

Krifka & Modarresi (2016) explain number-neutral interpretation of PI nominals in 

Persian through an explicit mechanism in the discourse representation structure (DRS). 

DRS is a semantic representation of the context and is contingent upon two components: 

the universe, i.e., a set of discourse referents and conditions, i.e., a set of properties 

pertaining to discourse referents. Now, consider (40), where an empty DRS (i.e., K0) is 

updated with a clause containing an incorporated construction. According to the authors, 

the existential quantifier contributed by existential closure serves as a condition that can be 

satisfied if there is an object (x₂) simultaneously verifying the two properties, namely being 

an apple and being bought by Leili. Crucially, it is proposed that the existential condition 

can be satisfied multiple times (i.e., every time there is an object (x₂) verifying the 

conditions of being an apple and being bought by Leili). In other words, the proposition 

must be interpreted as there is at least one x₂, such that x₂, is an apple bought by Leili. This 

in turn, accurately captures the number-neutral interpretation of the bare object.  

(40) (based on Krifka & Modarresi, 2016: 880):
Leili sib     kharid.
Leili apple bought.3SG
‘Leili bought an apple/ apples.

K₀ + [Leili1 EC [vP t1 sib kharid]] = [x₁ | x₁ = LEILI, ∃ [x₂ | APPLE(x₂), BUY(x₁, x₂)]] = K₁  
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Turning to the issue of ‘problematic discourse anaphora’, as stated in section 2.1, in 

the majority of TI languages, incorporated objects are ‘discourse opaque’ and yet in some, 

they may be ‘discourse transparent’. However, it has since become apparent that PI 

languages present a more complex picture of anaphoric uptake. This leads Farkas & de 

Swart (2003) to propose that in addition to these two types, there exists a third option, 

namely, ‘discourse translucency’, i.e., a reduced discourse transparency of nominals.  

Discourse translucency is linked to various types of anaphoric reference. The 

literature indicates that PI bare (singular) objects, unlike standard objects, tend to manifest 

discourse opacity if followed by ‘overt anaphora’, i.e., phonologically overt pronominal 

elements. The anaphoric uptake is reported to improve if PI nominals antecede ‘covert 

anaphora’ (aka ‘null anaphora’), i.e., phonologically silent pronominal elements, or 

‘property-type anaphora’, i.e., pronominal elements referring to a type and not token, as in 

Spanish and Catalan, overall indicating discourse translucency. Discourse translucency in 

Hindi and Catalan is illustrated in (41): 

(41)  
a. Hindi (from Dayal, 2003: 20; marking in bold is mine):

anu-ne kitaab paRhii. #vo/ kitaab/ ∅ bahut acchii thii
Anu      book  read         it   book    e  very   good   was
“Anu read a book. It/ The book/ [pro] was very good.”

b. Catalan (from Espinal, 2011: 124):
Que hi      ha   pàrquing a l’hotel?  {En/ #el}      trobareu        davant de l’edifici.
that  there has parking   at the.hotel PART/it.ACC find.FUT.2PL front    of the.building
‘Is there a parking lot at the hotel? You will find it in front of the building. ’

The main question anaphora helps to resolve is whether or not PI nominals can 

introduce discourse referents. Let us discuss several approaches dealing with this matter.   

Massam (2001) argues against referentiality of bare objects in ‘General PNI’, 

suggesting that their seeming discourse transparency is a result of an incorporation-internal 

co-reference of the nominal and the anaphoric pronoun. However, ‘Existential PNI’ are 

shown to be referential and fully discourse transparent.  
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Farkas & de Swart (2003) offer a theory which combines two distinct components 

within DRT: thematic arguments and discourse referents. They propose that morpho-

syntactically reduced bare singular objects introduce thematic arguments (free variables), 

but not full-fledged discourse referents, and are, therefore, inaccessible for overt anaphora. 

Yet, ‘an uninstantiated thematic argument’ is claimed to be visible in the final discourse 

representation structure (DRS), essentially by being mapped onto a novel discourse referent, 

which makes it accessible to a weaker covert anaphora (see for details Farkas & de Swart, 

2003: 98-99). To account for the full discourse transparency of bare plural objects, they 

suggest that plural morphology facilitates a presupposition of a discourse referent, but not 

its assertion (as would be the case with determiner-bearing nominals). The authors overall 

posit a one-to-one interaction between the three types of discourse transparency and of 

anaphora type.  

However, the complicated picture of anaphoric reference, becomes even trickier in 

light of the reported possibility of overt anaphora in PI. 

Thus, Yanovich (2008) shows the apparent acceptability of overt anaphora in 

Hungarian PI: 

(42) (from Yanovich, 2008: 376; based on Anna Szabolcsi’s judgment):
A bátyám     házat1 vett        a múlt héten. OK Egész vagyont adott érte1. 
‘The brother house1-bought last week. ‘He spent a fortune for it1.’ 

Dayal (2011) reports that co-reference of Hindi bare singular objects and overt 

anaphora is grammatical in telic environments. This is explained via positing a function 

from events (corresponding to the incorporated structure) to individuals (corresponding to 

the overt anaphora), where the nominal determines the function’s range. According to Dayal, 

in atelic environments bare singulars remain discourse opaque due to their number-

neutrality contributed by the pluractional operator.   
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Espinal & McNally (2011) argue that Spanish and Catalan bare objects do not 

introduce discourse referents and that their translucency is achieved via accommodation 

into the common ground of a more general discourse antecedent of the anaphora.  

Modarresi (2014) suggests that Persian bare nominals receive their existential force 

indirectly via existential closure (cf. the semantic operation in (36b)) and introduce number-

neutral discourse referents (Kamp & Reyle, 1993). Consequently, the generally observed 

co-reference of PI nominals with covert anaphora is attributed to the former lacking number 

specification. In contrast, the possibility of overt anaphora carrying number specification 

(i.e., singular/ plural) is observed when world knowledge suggests the nominal’s number 

interpretation. This is illustrated in the following example, where the incorporated nominals 

are interpreted as either singular (43a) or plural (43b).   

(43) (from Modarresi, 2014: 67):
a. mæn mobile khærid.æm. Gozasht.æm-esh rooy-e-miz.

I       mobile bought.1sg.  put.1sg.it            on-ez-table.
‘I bought a cell phone. I have put it on the table.’

b. in   aparteman soosk        dareh.ne.mi.doon.æm  chetor æz dæst.eshoon  khælas
this apartment cockroach has.Neg.dur.know.1sg how    of  hand.ez.their rid.1sg
be.sh.æm.
become.1sg
‘This apartment has cockroaches. I don’t know how to get rid of them.’

Krifka & Modarresi (2016) further develop this analysis and argue that PI nominals 

in Persian introduce discourse referents, but do so indirectly. 

First, following Modarresi (2014), the possibility of anaphoric uptake of bare 

nominals is derived from their quantificational force provided by EC. Next, as shown in 

(44a), a bare nominal is argued to introduce a discourse referent (i.e., x₂), but due to its 

occurrence in a subordinated structure ∃ [x₂ |…], the referent cannot be accessed 

straightforwardly (Krifka & Modarresi, 2016: 880). 

In order to account for the possibility of both covert and overt anaphoric uptake, as 

well as the more complicated nature of the latter, the authors argue that anaphora in relation 
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to PI nominals is similar to what is known as ‘E-type’ pronouns, namely “[…] pronouns 

with quantifier antecedents that do not c-command them.” (Krifka & Modarresi, 2016: 878). 

Consequently, anaphoric uptake of an embedded discourse referent cannot be achieved 

directly and requires extra step, namely the Abstraction & Summation rule.21 This process 

is reflected in (44b), where the resulting DRS (i.e., K1) is updated with the clause containing 

anaphora. The rule ensures that the discourse referent x2 first undergoes Abstraction, 

whereby it is chosen out of the two conditions in the DRS of the initial sentence. Next, it 

undergoes Summation, whereby a novel number-neutral discourse referent (ξ₂) is 

established from the sum of all entities for which it holds that it is an apple that Leili bought 

that Majnoon ate.  

(44) (based on Krifka & Modarresi, 2016: 880):
Leili sib     kharid.         Majnoon khord-Ø
Leili apple bought.3SG   Majnoon ate.3SG-Ø
‘Leili bought an apple/ apples. Majnoon ate it/ them’

a. K₀ + [Leili1 EC [vP t1 sib kharid]] = [x₁ | x₁ = LEILI, ∃ [x₂ | APPLE(x₂), BUY(x₁, x₂)]]
= K₁

b. K₁+ [Majnoon khord-Ø] = [x₁ | x₁ = LEILI, ∃ [x₂ | APPLE(x₂), BUY(x₁, x₂)]
ξ₂ x₃ | x₃ = MAJNOON, ξ₂ = Σx₂ [x₂ | APPLE(x₂), BUY(x₁, x₂)], EAT(x₃, ξ₂)]

The mechanism captures reasons behind a) the ease of covert anaphoric uptake: such 

anaphora lacks number-specification and thus is best suited for the number-neutral 

discourse referent; and b) the possibility of overt (singular/ plural) anaphoric uptake: 

depending on the world knowledge, the existential condition can be satisfied once or 

multiple times, and the nominal can be subsequently picked up by respective anaphora. 

The last property discussed in the literature on PI is the notion of ‘name-worthiness’ 

(Mithun, 1984). Under this term, Dayal (2015) unifies a number of properties linked to the 

21 In the standard DRT (Kamp & Reyle, 1993), Abstraction is the process of extracting a novel plural referent 
from a quantified nominal as in (i), and Summation is the process of establishing a novel plural referent from 
the sum of separate individuals as in (ii). 
(i) Every professional needs to be certified. They have to pass a test.
(ii) Holmes and Watson live at 221B Baker Street. They live in London.
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interpretation of PI constructions, such as: ‘institutionalization’ (aka ‘noteworthiness’, 

‘name-worthiness’, ‘enrichment’), i.e., identification of the activity described by the 

incorporated structure as recognizable, culturally familiar or habitual; ‘gaps’, i.e., 

impossibility of certain nominal-verb combinations, and ‘non-compositionality’, i.e., 

idiomatic interpretation of incorporated structures (see Dayal 2003, 2011, 2015). 

Dayal (2003, 2011, 2015) suggests that without lexical compounding, 

‘institutionalization’ serves as an additional indication of PI. She also notes the role of 

cultural context in the recognition of certain activities as institutional. For example, in Hindi 

larkii-dekhnaa (lit. ‘girl-seeing’) labels an institutional activity of bride-seeing, whereas 

#aurat-dekhnaa (lit. ‘woman-seeing’) does not correspond to any institutional activity, and 

is therefore ungrammatical (Dayal, 2015: 55). Modarresi (2014: 35) shows that with Persian 

telic verbs, institutionalization may be achieved via durative aspect, triggering an 

interpretation of repetitiveness for the action. For example, #jæbeh keshidæm (lit. ‘box-

pulled’, non-durative) is unacceptable, but jæbeh mikeshidæm (‘box-pulled’, durative) is 

interpreted as an action repeated over a span of time.  

Dayal (2003, 2011, 2015) also shows the possibility of idiosyncratic incongruity of 

certain bare nominal-verb combinations. For instance, in Hindi laRkii DhuunDhnaa (lit. 

‘girl-finding’) is a grammatical combination, while #laRkii sulaanaa (lit. ‘girl-putting-to-

sleep’) is not (Dayal, 2003: 9). Similar to Mithun (1984), Dayal notes that such ‘gaps’ may 

be overcome if a certain context is constructed to make incorporation possible. As an 

example, consider the Persian construction dær mibændæm (lit. ‘door-close’, durative), 

which is only acceptable if it refers to an occupation and is “pragmatically odd” otherwise 

(Modarresi, 2014: 34). Similarly, in Hungarian the incorporated construction beteget ápolni 

(lit. ‘to patient-care for’) labels an occupation, whereas the parallel standard direct object 
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construction ápolni egy beteget (lit. ‘to care for a patient’) may only refer to a particular 

“episodic situation” (Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 138). 

Regarding ‘non-compositionality’, Dayal (2003, 2011, 2015) demonstrates that PI 

constructions may also manifest idiomatization. Thus, in Hindi, larkii-dekhnaa (lit. ‘girl-

seeing’) is interpreted as bride-seeing and not seeing a girl; makkhii-maarnaa (lit. ‘fly-

killing’) is understood as wasting time and not as killing a fly (Dayal, 2003: 9). Farkas & de 

Swart (2003: 138) note that gyereket várni (lit. ‘child-expect’) has an idiomatic meaning 

referring to being pregnant, but the non-incorporated construction várni egy gyereket (lit. 

‘wait for a child’) is interpreted literally.  

The discussion presented above indicates that, in both types of object incorporation, 

the abovementioned semantic properties play a crucial role in distinguishing (pseudo-) 

incorporated constructions from standard direct object constructions in a given language. It 

is, therefore, customary to refer to the semantic component of object incorporation as that 

which unifies the phenomenon.    

In this section, I have reviewed an array of approaches to PI, which attempt to account 

for both morpho-syntactic and semantic properties of the phenomenon. Subsection 2.2.1 has 

indicated that the line of division between TI and PI, as well as standard complementation, 

lies strictly along the morpho-syntactic dimension. Subsection 2.2.2 has been dedicated to 

the semantic component, which is central to the whole phenomenon of object incorporation. 

In the next section, I examine the literature on Turkic incorporation. 

2.3 Turkic Incorporation 

The topic of object incorporation in Turkic languages has been investigated 

predominantly in relation to Turkish (Southwestern Turkic/ Oghuz), for which both TI and 

PI analyses have been proposed (see Hankamer, 1971; Aissen, 1974; Mithun, 1984; Nilsson, 

1986; Kornfilt, 1997; Knecht, 1986; Kuribayashi, 1990; Aydemir, 2004; Öztürk, 2005; 
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Kamali, 2015, among others). Some properties of incorporation have also been discussed 

with regards to Sakha (aka Yakut, Northeastern Turkic/ Siberian) (Baker, 2014) and Tatar 

(Northwestern Turkic/ Kipchak) (Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig, 2015). However, most Turkic 

languages remain understudied in the current field.  

Research interest in Turkic incorporation originates from the discussion of 

‘differential object marking’ (DOM), i.e., a cross-linguistic phenomenon of case-marking 

alternation, whereby some direct objects receive morphological marking, while others do 

not (Bossong, 1985).22  

The general tendency in Turkic DOM is to mark definite and/or specific objects with 

the accusative case and to leave indefinite objects lacking specificity unmarked.23 

The following examples from Turkish (45a), Sakha (45b) and Tatar (45c) demonstrate 

the case alternation on objects that lack an article: case-marked definite nominals and 

unmarked indefinite nominals, respectively. 

(45)  
a. Turkish DOM (based on Öztürk, 2005: 27):

Ali kitab-ı/     kitap okudu.
Ali book-ACC book read
‘Ali read the book/ did book reading’

b. Sakha DOM (based on Baker, 2014: 7, 8):
Erel kinige-ni/  kinige atylas-ta
Erel book-ACC  book   buy-PAST.3sS
‘Erel bought the book (a certain book)/ a book (books)’

c. Tatar DOM (based on Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig, 2015: 303):
Marat mašina-nı/ mašina sat-ıp         al-dı.
Marat car-ACC     car        sell-CONV take-PAST
‘Marat bought a (specific) the car/ a car (cars).’

22 DOM is claimed for in over 300 languages (Bossong, 1985), including  Turkic languages, such as Turkish 
(Erguvanlı-Taylan, 1984; Knecht, 1986; Enç, 1991; Kelepir, 2001; Kornfilt, 2003; von Heusinger & Kornfilt, 
2005; Göksel & Kerslake, 2005; Öztürk, 2005; Özge, 2011), Azerbaijani (Key, 2012; Kornfilt & von 
Heusinger, 2017), Kirghiz (von Heusinger & Kornfilt, 2017), Tatar (Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig, 2015; 
Podobrayev, 2013; Lyutikova & Ibatullina, 2015), Uzbek (Guntsetseg et al., 2008; von Heusinger & Kornfilt, 
2017) and Sakha (Baker & Vinokurova, 2010; Podobrayev, 2013).  
23 For the various treatment of the accusative case and the notions of ‘definiteness’ and ‘specificity’ in Turkish, 
I refer the reader to Erguvanlı-Taylan (1984), Enç (1991), Kelepir (2001), von Heusinger & Kornfilt (2005), 
Nakipoğlu (2009), and for the discussion of Turkic DOM to von Heusinger & Kornfilt (2017).  
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In all three languages case-marked definites are morpho-syntactically more complex and 

refer to unique/contextually salient singular discourse referents, while caseless indefinite 

objects are bare, and, as a result of a reduced nominal structure, refer more generally and 

manifest a number-neutral interpretation. Additionally, DOM is observed with morpho-

syntactically more complex indefinite objects. This is shown in (46) from Turkish, where 

the nominals containing an indefinite expression bir 24  may be either case-marked or 

unmarked, respectively. As reflected in the translation, the contrast between the two is due 

to specificity.25 

(46) Turkish DOM (based on Öztürk, 2005: 27):
Ali bir kitab-ı/    bir kitap okudu.
Ali a   book-ACC a   book read
‘Ali read a certain book/ a book’

Literature on Turkic DOM indicates that, compared to case-marked objects, caseless 

objects are morpho-syntactically closer to their verbal predicates. For instance, unlike case-

marked objects, which can easily leave the preverbal position, caseless objects are verb-

adjacent: the examples below demonstrate the ungrammaticality of insertion of adverbs (47a, 

48a, 49a) or NPs (47b, 48b, 49b) between caseless nominals and verbs: 

(47) Turkish (based on Knecht, 1986: 87):
a. Zahide (yavaş yavaş) kitap  (*yavaş yavaş) oku-yor.

Zahide  slow   slow    book  (*slow     slow) read-PRG
‘Zahide is reading a book/ books slowly.’

b. (Kim) kitap (*kim) oku-yor?
Who   book (*who) read-PRG
‘Who is reading a book/ books?’

(48) Sakha (based on Baker, 2014: 7-8):
a. Masha (türgennik) salamaat (*türgennik) sie-te.

Masha  quickly      porridge  (*quickly)      eat-PAST.3sS 
‘Masha ate porridge quickly.’ 

24 Although bir in Turkish is generally considered to be an indefinite article, its exact status is debated (see 
Aygen, 1999; Öztürk, 2005; Arslan-Kechriotis, 2006, 2009; Bošković & Şener, 2014). 
25 Note that although the notion of specificity can be interpreted in different ways, the incorporation analysis 
to be provided below does not depend on these distinctions. 
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b. Min (Masha-qa)  kinige (*Masha-qa)  bier-di-m.
I       Masha-DAT book    (*Masha-DAT) give-PAST-1sS 

    ‘I gave (a) book(s) to Masha.’ 

(49) Tatar (based on Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig, 2015: 303):
a. Marat (tiz)       botka      (*tiz)         aša-dı.

Marat  quickly porridge (*quickly) eat-PAST
‘Marat ate porridge quickly.’

b. *Marat ike  kitap bala-ga    bir-de.
Marat   two book child-DAT give-PAST
‘Marat gave (the) two books to the/a child.’

These and other characteristics of caseless objects have lead researchers to raise the 

possibility of object incorporation in Turkic languages. Some of these researchers argue for 

TI (Mithun, 1984; Knecht, 1986; Kornfilt, 2003; Aydemir, 2004, all regarding Turkish) and 

some for PI (Öztürk, 2005; Kamali, 2015 for Turkish; Baker, 2014 for Sakha) and yet some 

against both TI and PI (Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig, 2015 for Tatar) in a given language.  

These accounts will be investigated in more detail in the following subsections. 

2.3.1 True Incorporation 

Among Turkic languages, Turkish has been at the center of research from early on, with 

various accounts of true incorporation being proposed to capture the behavior of caseless 

nominals in the language. 

The proponents of lexical incorporation in Turkish indicate that among caseless 

objects only bare nominals, which are analyzed as head nouns (N0), are incorporated into 

their verbal predicates. Caseless nominals containing the indefinite article bir are treated as 

morpho-syntactically more complex (e.g., NPs, NumPs or DPs) and, therefore, non-

incorporated. Recall, that TI requires a unification of two heads: nominal and verbal (N0 

and V0) to form a new verb. Hence, the lexical NI approach accounts for the strict verbal 

adjacency of bare objects, as well as the absence of case-marking (and the related semantic 

property of specificity) and number-specification on them. 
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Mithun (1984) suggests that Turkish bare nominals undergo the type I of NI. The 

appearance of incorporated elements as morpho-phonologically separate words conforms 

to the ‘composition by juxtaposition’ version of lexical compounding, mentioned earlier in 

section 2.1. Mithun claims that bir-objects contain an indefinite article and definite direct 

objects are obligatorily case-marked, so neither can be analyzed as incorporated.  

Knecht (1986) proposes that Turkish bare objects and verbs form compounds. This 

analysis is in line with the lexical approach to incorporation, discussed in subsection 2.1.1 

of this chapter. Also, following Erguvanlı-Taylan (1979), she argues that although bir-

objects exhibit verb-adjacency, they do not get incorporated. For instance, Knecht (1986: 

93) illustrates that distributionally, only bir-objects (and not bare objects) may compete for 

the same verb-adjacent location with adverbs, which signals that they are independent 

syntactic constituents.  

Aydemir (2004) continues the thread of differential treatment of objects containing 

bir and bare objects. She analyzes the former as noun phrases (NPs) and the latter as nouns 

(N0) lacking any phrasal structure. Aydemir suggests that as a result, a bare N forms a 

complex predicate with a verb, i.e., [V’ [V [N+V]]], and thus does not serve as a syntactic 

object. A phrasal nominal, on the other hand, is considered to be a standard syntactic 

complement of a verb, i.e., [VP [V’ [NP V]]] (Aydemir, 2004: 471). 

A syntactic approach to Turkish NI à la Baker (1988) is proposed by Kornfilt (2003). 

This analysis is based on the assumption that both types of unmarked objects (i.e., bare 

nominals and bir-nominals) undergo head-movement operation, whereby the head noun of 

the object nominal incorporates into the verbal predicate (Kornfilt 2003: 142-143). As a 

result, the unacceptability of scrambling of both types of caseless objects from the preverbal 

position as in (50) is captured via a unified analysis.  
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(50) (from Kornfilt, 2003: 128):
*Ahmet (bir) pasta dün          akşam   ye-dı
Ahmet    a      cake   yesterday evening eat-PAST
Intended meaning ‘Ahmet ate (a) cake [-specific] yesterday evening’

To sum up, the argumentation for TI in Turkish, in an attempt to account for the 

special closeness between caseless objects and their verbs, follows the general tradition of 

research on TI. 

2.3.2 Pseudo-Incorporation  

More recently, several accounts of pseudo-incorporation in Turkic languages have been put 

forward, challenging earlier TI approaches. 

One of the most influential analyses is presented by Öztürk (2005, 2009), who argues 

against TI in Turkish and claims that caseless preverbal nominals (analyzed as NPs) undergo 

PI. First, following Massam (2001), she shows that preverbal bare nominals have a phrasal 

structure: they may be modified by adjectives (51a) and participles (51b), as well as be 

conjoined with other nominals (51c).  

(51) (originally from Öztürk, 2005: 39, 40 as cited in Öztürk, 2009: 339):
a. Ali ekşi elma yedi.

Ali sour apple ate
‘Ali did sour apple eating.’

b. Ali oku-yacak      kitap aldı.
Ali read-participle book bought
‘Ali bought books to read.’

c. Ali kitap ve  dergi        okudu.
Ali book and magazine read
‘Ali did book reading and magazine reading.’

Öztürk also demonstrates that the verb-adjacency of bare nominals is not particularly strict: 

insertion of various particles (52a) and scrambling of the nominal from the preverbal 

position to either the topic position (52b) or the post-verbal position (52c) is allowed. 

(52) (a - originally from Erguvanlı-Taylan, 1986; based on Öztürk, 2009: 337-339):
a. Ali kitap da /  mı / bile okudu.

Ali book also  Q     even read.
‘Ali also did book reading (in addition to magazine reading).’/ ‘Ali did book reading?!’/
‘Ali did even book reading.’
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b. Çayi ben ti iç-me-di-m.
tea    I         drink-neg-past-2ps 
‘I did not do tea-drinking.’ 

c. Ben ti ye-me-di-m        pastai. 
I         eat-neg-past-1ps cake 
‘I did not do cake-eating.’ 

The author indicates that, semantically, preverbal bare nominals are number-neutral 

(as evident from the examples above), discourse opaque and non-referential (53a) and take 

an obligatory narrow scope (53b): 

(53) (from Öztürk, 2009: 337, 345):
a. *Ali kitap okudu. Reng-i     kırmızı-ydı

Ali book read     color-3ps red-past
‘Ali did book reading. It was red.’ 

b. John polis         görmek istiyor. [want > policemen] 
John policeman see       wants 
‘John wants to see policemen.’ 

Thus, according to Öztürk, the anaphor in (53a) is unacceptable26 and the intensional 

verb istiyor (‘wants’) in (53b) obligatorily takes wide scope (i.e., the sentence cannot mean 

that there are specific policemen whom John is willing to see.) 

Öztürk proposes a PI analysis for Turkish that seeks to account for the ability of both 

agents and themes to undergo incorporation.27 Adopting a Neo-Davidsonian model, Öztürk 

proposes a structure that contains Agent and Theme projections, claiming that PI agents and 

themes are not syntactic, but semantic arguments. Under this analysis, standard (non-

incorporating) complementation involves a direct object which checks its case feature in-

situ against a strong case feature on the functional projection which introduces the thematic 

role. As a result, such objects receive accusative-marking and serve as full-fledged 

(syntactic and semantic) arguments of verbs. PI is analyzed as a complex predicate 

26 However, see the discussion of Kamali (2015) below for discourse transparency of bare nominals. 
27 Öztürk (2009) notes that agent incorporation may also be found in Niuean, Hungarian and Hindi. 
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formation. The author proposes that, after merging with a lexical verb, a bare nominal 

checks the weak case feature (de Hoop, 1996) on the Theme head as a Last Resort strategy 

via Agree (see for details, Öztürk, 2009: 350, 351). Semantically, such nominals serve as 

themes. Syntactically, however, they stay inside the VP and lack the object status.  

Contra Öztürk (2005, 2009), Kamali (2015) argues that although caseless objects are 

assigned with weak case, caselessness itself does not directly result in PI. Kamali unifies 

the analyses proposed by Aydemir (2004) and Öztürk (2005) in suggesting that only bare 

objects and not bir-objects may undergo PI:  

(54) (from Kamali, 2015: 115):
Pseudo-incorporation in Turkish:
Caseless direct objects without a numeral/indefinite expression are pseudo-incorporated

The analysis amounts to the following: 

(55) (from Kamali, 2015: 121):

Kamali shows a range of empirical data indicating a considerable freedom of bare objects, 

overlooked before. For instance, bare objects are shown to be occasionally compatible with 

both overt (56b) and covert anaphora (56c), manifesting discourse transparency:  

(56) (from Kamali, 2015: 120; marking in bold is mine):
Bir saattir oğlanları izliyorum.
‘I’ve been watching the boys for the last hour.’

a. Emre portakal getir-yor.
Emre orange    bring-IMPERF
Emre does orange-bringing.’

b. Ali de       on-u   soy-uyor.
Ali CONN it-ACC  peel-IMPERF
‘And Ali peels it.’

c. Ama sonra Ø ye-m-iyor-lar.       Biriktir-iyor-lar. 
but    then      eat-NEG-IMPERF-3PL save-IMPERF-3PL 
‘But after that they don’t eat. They save.’ 

Strong case (overt acc) Weak case (Ø case) 

Pseudo-incorporation Indefinite 
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In addition, Kamali also reports that bare objects enjoy significant mobility. Based on the 

combination of the above-listed properties of Turkish bare objects, as well as the existing 

contrasts between them and caseless bir-objects, Kamali indicates a need for a finer-grained 

analysis than the one equating PI to caselessness. The author implies that research from a 

semantic perspective (along the lines of Krifka & Modarresi, 2015) could prove fruitful in 

clarifying these matters.  

Looking at an analogous phenomenon in a different Turkic language, Baker (2014) 

proposes that bare objects in Sakha have a potentially phrasal structure and, therefore, 

should be analyzed as PI. (57) illustrates that, similar to their Turkish counterparts, such 

nominals can be modified, which indicates that they do not undergo TI:  

(57) (from Baker, 2014: 9; marking in bold is mine): 
Min saharxaj sibekki ürgee-ti-m.  
I       yellow    flower   pick-PAST-1sS 
‘I picked (a) yellow flower(s).’ 

For Baker, the role of linear adjacency of bare objects to their verbal predicates in 

Sakha is paramount. Therefore, the author claims that in Sakha the head of the object NP 

has to be verb-adjacent at phonological form (PF). In particular, Baker proposes a covert 

movement (or, in present terms, ‘copying’) of the head noun of the incorporated NP to a 

verb-adjacent location, after which, at logical form (LF), the noun-verb construction 

receives a role of a complex predicate, à la Dayal (2011) (Baker, 2014: 17).28 Accordingly, 

the structure of the sentence in (57) is represented as follows: 

(58) (from Baker, 2014: 18): 
I [VP [NP yellow flower] [V flower-pick]] 

|______| |_______| |______| 
adjacency identity adjacency 

                                                 

28 Regarding PI in languages like Hindi, where bare objects lack strict verb-adjacency, Baker (2014) suggests 
that scrambling is available due to V-to-T raising.  
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2.3.3 Non-Incorporation 

Finally, there exists one more approach to the treatment of preverbal bare objects in 

yet another Turkic language, namely Tatar. According to Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig (2015), 

although Tatar bare object show some properties in line with PI, such nominals do not 

engage in object incorporation.  

In illustrating PI-like properties, the authors show that morphologically singular bare 

objects are number-neutral and take an obligatory narrow scope. Plus, such nominals are 

shown to allow adjectival modification and plural-marking: 

(59) (from Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig, 2015: 308):
Marat kızıl alma-lar aša-dı.
Marat red apple-PL eat-PAST 
‘Marat ate red apples.’  

Note that the piece of data in (59) also contradicts TI analysis of bare objects in Tatar. 

In arguing against PI in Tatar, the authors indicate that bare objects are discourse 

transparent (60a) and lack strict verb-adjacency (60b). Additionally, they note that the 

verbal constructions containing bare objects do not denote ‘conventional activities’. 

(60) (from Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig, 2015: 308; marking in bold is mine):
a. Sin anarga    kitap ala          ala-sıŋ.

you that.DAT book take.IPFV can.PRES-2SG
Häm a-nı        matur         it-ep ter-ep  büläk            it-ergä            bula.
and   that-ACC beautifully make-CONV wrap-CONV gift make-INF be.PRES
‘You can buy him a book. You can wrap it beautifully and give it to him as a gift.’

b. Äti-se    Marat-ka   mašina büläk it-te.
father-3 Marat-DAT car       gift     make-PAST 
‘His father gave Marat a car as a gift.’ 

In contrast, the authors suggest that a PI analysis à la Baker (2014) is more suitable 

for bare objects in light verb constructions (LVCs), i.e., constructions containing a verb with 

a weak semantic content. Consider the bare object büläk (‘gift’) in the LVC büläk itte (lit. 

‘gift-made’) in (60b). They demonstrate that such nominals, besides being discourse 

opaque, are morpho-syntactically closer to verbs. 
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Interestingly, although Lyutikova & Pereltsvaig (2015) reject a PI analysis for bare 

objects of non-light verbs, the authors suggest, based on earlier work by Kagan & 

Pereltsvaig (2011), that such objects are morpho-syntactically reduced VP-internal 

elements, which semantically denote properties (i.e., are of type <e t>) (‘Small Nominals’, 

cf. Pereltsvaig, 2006) and syntactically serve as complements of Vs. Lyutikova & 

Pereltsvaig (2015) propose that bare objects do not saturate the predicate’s argument, 

combining with verbs either via semantic incorporation (van Geenhoven, 1998) (discussed 

in section 2.1 on TI) or the RESTRICT function (Chung & Ladusaw, 2004) (reviewed in 

section 2.2 on PI). 

To conclude, it is evident that the properties of Turkic languages, including the 

phenomenon of DOM, can provide valuable insight into the research on object 

incorporation. However, there is a lack of consensus in the literature as to which type of 

object incorporation, if any, Turkic languages employ. 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, I have presented the discussion of the cross-linguistic phenomenon of object 

incorporation, going back to the earliest literature from the 19th century. It has been shown 

that over the course of time, incorporation has been central to significant theoretical debates 

on word-formation and semantic compositionality. I have also provided a detailed review 

of properties pertaining to the two types of incorporation, TI and PI, which is briefly 

summarized in Figure 1 (see Appendix). Finally, I have placed the broader debate about TI 

and PI specifically into the context of Turkic languages, a family to which Uzbek belongs. 

In the next chapter, I turn to the investigation of the phenomenon of object incorporation in 

Uzbek.  
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Chapter III: Object Incorporation in Uzbek 

3.0 Introduction 

In this chapter I examine object incorporation in Uzbek. In particular, I argue that Uzbek 

bare objects and their verbal predicates do not undergo true incorporation, but rather 

participate in a less strict form of incorporation, pseudo-incorporation. 

As I indicate in the introduction to the thesis, in the present study I am concerned with 

Uzbek bare nominals in the object position, i.e., nominals lacking any morphological 

marking. The reiteration of the examples (2) and (3) in (61) indicates that bare objects (61a) 

will be contrasted to morpho-syntactically and semantically more complex object nominals, 

such as those marked with the accusative case marker and those containing an indefinite 

article bir/ bitta (‘one, a’) (61b).  

(61)  
a. Anvar rasm   chiz -di

Anvar picture draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) picture(s)’ (more accurately: ‘Anvar did picture-drawing’)

b. Anvar rasm-ni/     bitta rasm-ni/      bitta rasm     chiz-di
Anvar picture-ACC one   picture-ACC one   picture   draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew the picture/ a (specific) picture/ a (non-specific) picture’

Following Kamali (2015) for Turkish, I maintain that in Uzbek, which, like other 

Turkic languages, is a DOM language29, object incorporation and the absence of overt case-

marking do not have a one-to-one correspondence. So, I claim that among caseless objects, 

only bare nominals can be analyzed as incorporated into verbs.30  

This chapter is divided into four sections: 

Section 3.1 explores the morpho-syntactic component of object incorporation. Here, 

I show that bare objects do not fuse into their verbal predicates. First, they have a reduced, 

29 DOM in Uzbek has not yet received significant coverage, although certain topics have been raised by 
Guntsetseg et al. (2008). In this work, I will not address the issue of DOM directly. 
30 I ascribe any similarities between caseless nominals to their carrying abstract case (Aissen, 2003) as opposed 
to overt morphological case.  
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but phrasal, nominal structure. Second, they maintain a relative independence, acting as 

syntactically mobile complements of transitive verbs. I conclude that these properties 

together serve as evidence against TI of bare objects. 

Section 3.2 examines the semantic component of object incorporation. I show that 

bare objects and the verbal constructions of which they are a part exhibit all of the semantic 

hallmarks of incorporation: obligatory narrow scope, number-neutrality, atypical discourse 

anaphora of the nominal and name-worthiness of the whole verbal construction. 

Considering the evidence against TI, I suggest that these findings serve as a strong evidence 

in favor of PI of bare objects.  

In section 3.3, I propose an analysis of PI in Uzbek, which accounts for the morpho-

syntactic and semantic evidence presented in the first two sections. I argue that bare objects 

denote properties (type <e, t>), that get incorporated into transitive verbs (type <e, <e, t>>) 

by the non-saturating semantic mode of composition of predicate restriction, via the 

function of RESTRICT (Chung & Ladusaw, 2004; Modarresi, 2014). 

Section 3.4 summarizes the findings presented in the chapter. 

3.1 Evidence against True Incorporation 

In the current section, I investigate the morpho-syntactic aspect of object 

incorporation. I do so by examining the nominal structure of Uzbek bare objects and their 

syntactic position in a clause.  

Siding with Öztürk (2005, 2009) and Kamali (2015) for Turkish and relying on the 

cross-linguistic evidence presented in the literature review, I show that Uzbek bare objects: 

a) have a reduced, but phrasal structure and b) act as syntactic complements of transitive

verbs. This serves as evidence against the treatment of Uzbek bare objects as truly 

incorporated, since the constructions containing such nominals cannot be analyzed as 

lexical compounds (Mithun, 1984; di Sciullo & Williams, 1987; Rosen, 1989; Knecht, 
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1986; Aydemir, 2004), or products of syntactic incorporation via head-movement of the 

nominal (Baker, 1988; Kornfilt, 2003), or yet an outcome of the fusion of two heads, 

resulting in an intransitive verbal unit (van Geenhoven, 1998). 

I will now demonstrate that Uzbek bare nominals exhibit morpho-syntactic 

properties unlike those in TI. In particular, similar to PI nominals, they manifest duality 

pertaining to both the nominal structure and the syntactic position relative to the verb.  

a) Reduced phrasal structure

In Chapter 2, I discuss the cross-linguistically acknowledged property of incorporated 

nominals, their morpho-syntactic deficiency. Thus, both in TI and PI object nominals are 

known to lack some of the functional projections pertaining to DPs.  However, while in the 

former type of incorporation the structure is minimal, i.e., bare head (N0), in the latter it is 

simply reduced, i.e., phrasal (NumP, NP). I argue that Uzbek bare objects belong to the 

latter type and have a phrasal structure (NPs, and even possibly NumPs). Therefore, they 

cannot be analyzed as truly incorporated. 

First, let me address the morpho-syntactic deficiency of bare objects. In addition to 

lacking case-marking and the indefinite article bir/ bitta, as shown in (61), they cannot be 

preceded by demonstratives (62a), universal quantifiers (both collective and distributive) 

(62b) and possessives (62c). In all of the above, the nominal obligatorily receives accusative 

marking and is ungrammatical without it. The unacceptability of the elements in question 

indicates a reduced nominal structure.31 

31 The presence of a DP projection in Turkic languages, and in Turkish in particular, is a long-debated topic. 
The central point raised in regards to the DP Hypothesis is that Turkic languages lack definite articles. 
Bošković & Şener (2014) argue that all article-less languages, including Turkish, lack the DP projection and 
pattern with the so-called NP languages. Öztürk (2005) also argues that Turkish nominals are NPs. However, 
some researchers support the presence of the D head in Turkish, arguing that the expression bir functions as 
an indefinite article (Lewis, 1967; Kornfilt, 1997). Yet others have argued against the assumption that the 
absence of an article system in a language is evidence in and of itself against the DP hypothesis and propose 
a phonologically null D head of the DP projection (Arslan-Kechriotis, 2006, 2009 for Turkish; Lyutikova & 
Pereltsvaig, 2015 for Tatar). In the current work, I will not relate to this debate, simply assuming for Uzbek 
that overtly referential objects, i.e. case-marked and/ or containing the indefinite article bir/ bitta, are morpho-
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(62)  
a. Anvar bu  rasm-*(ni)    chiz-di

Anvar this picture-ACC draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew this picture’

b.

c.

Anvar hamma rasm-*(ni)/  har    bitta  rasm-*(ni)  chiz-di
Anvar every    picture-ACC every one picture-ACC draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew every picture’
Anvar Ra’no-ning rasm-i-*(ni)                chiz-di
Anvar Ra’no-GEN  picture-POSS.3SG-ACC draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew Rano’s picture’

However, similar to PI languages, Uzbek bare nominals have a phrasal structure: 

they may be modified by adjectives (63a) and relative clauses (RC) (63b). The latter is only 

possible if the RC serves as a general characteristic of the nominal, without causing it to be 

interpreted as specific. Thus, in (63b) the RC modifying the bare nominal refers broadly to 

the quality of Anvar’s picture(s): this is clear from the imperfective sentence, describing a 

long term behavior. 

(63)  
a.

b.

Anvar chiroyli  va   nihoyatda qimmatbaho rasm    chiz-di
Anvar beautiful and extremely  expensive       picture draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) beautiful and (an) extremely expensive picture(s)’
Anvar hammani       hayratga               sol-adi-gan        rasm    chiz-a-di
Anvar everyone.ACC astonishment.DAT put-PRES-PTCPL picture draw-IMPERF-3SG 
‘Anvar draws (a) picture(s) that astonish(es) everyone’

Following the general pattern identified in Niuean, Persian, Catalan and Spanish, 

Uzbek bare objects, cannot be modified by RCs, expressing particular information about 

the nominal. Hence, (64) is ungrammatical if the object is bare. Here, the RC describes the 

quality of a particular picture, so the sentence is only grammatical if the nominal receives 

accusative-marking. 

syntactically more complex than bare nominals, which receive their referential force indirectly via the 
existential closure operation applied over the VP.   
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(64) Anvar hammani       hayratga              sol-gan            rasm-*(ni)      chiz-di
Anvar everyone.ACC astonishment.DAT put-PST.PTCPL picture(-ACC) draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew the picture that astonished everyone’

Additionally, similar to that in Hindi (p. 28 example (24b)), Hungarian (p. 29 example (25)), 

Persian and Tatar (p. 54 example (59)), bare plural nominals are allowed in the preverbal 

position, indicating that number phrases (NumPs) may participate in what I consider to be 

PI: 

(65) Anvar rasm-lar    chiz-di
Anvar picture-PL draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew pictures’

One of major properties of TI is the complete bareness of the nominal (e.g., root, stem, 

head noun), stripped of any direct modification. In Uzbek, modification of preverbal bare 

nominals is extremely productive. The possibility of such modification reflects the potential 

phrasal structure of such nominals, which is a strong evidence against their TI.  

b) Syntactic complementhood

Throughout section 2.1 of the previous chapter, I also discuss that, cross-linguistically, TI 

is identified based on the morpho-syntactic fusion of a nominal (N0) and a verb (V0), 

resulting in an intransitive verbal unit.  

In Uzbek, however, no such fusion takes place: bare objects and verbs are open to 

individual syntactic manipulations. Moreover, although preverbal, bare objects do not need 

to be strictly verb-adjacent. And, finally, they strongly resemble standard direct objects in 

their syntactic status as objects of transitive verbs. These properties taken together point 

against TI in the constructions under discussion.  

I will start with the evidence against the morpho-syntactic fusion between the nominal 

and the verb in Uzbek. 
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The following example shows that both case-marked (66a) and unmarked objects 

(66b) may appear as stand-alone answers to a ‘wh’-question. This serves as an indication 

that such nominals, including bare objects, are syntactic constituents. 

(66)  
a. Q: Anvar nima-ni    ko`r-di?          A: Bitta kino-ni/        kino-ni 

Anvar what-ACC see-PST.3SG   one   movie-ACC  movie-ACC
‘Q: What did Anvar see? A: A (specific) movie/ the movie’ 

b. Q: Anvar nima ko`r-di? A: Bitta kino/   kino
Anvar what see-PST.3SG   one movie  movie

‘Q: What did Anvar see? A: A movie/ (a) movie(s)’

Identical to that in Turkish (see the discussion by Öztürk, 2009: 339), it is possible to 

omit the verb under identity (67a), conjoin verbs serving as predicates of the same object 

nominal (67b) and conjoin bare nominals in the preverbal position (67c).  

(67) (adapted from Öztürk, 2009: 339):
a. Anvar kino   emas, spektakl ko`r-di

Anvar movie not    play        see-PST.3SG
‘Anvar saw (a) play(s), not (a) movie(s)’

b. Anvar rasm    chiz-di            va   men-ga ber-di
Anvar picture draw-PST.3SG and I-DAT     give-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) picture(s) and gave it (them) to me’

c. Anvar portret  va   manzara   chiz-di
Anvar portrait and landscape draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) portrait(s) and (a) landscape(s)’

Recall that the lexical approach to NI predicts that parts of a lexically incorporated unit 

would be inaccessible for independent syntactic processing. The data in (67) indicates that 

not only are bare objects phrasal constituents, but also that their relation with the verb is not 

as tight as it is between the elements of a lexical compound.  

Lastly, in support of Kamali (2015) for Turkish (see p. 52, example (56)), bare objects 

in Uzbek can be picked up by pronominal anaphora (68). This additionally indicates their 

visibility due to the lack of lexical compounding with verbs. 

 Anvar rasmi  chiz-di(68)             va  u-nii     men-ga sovg`a   qil-di
Anvar picture draw-PST.3SG  and it-ACC  I-DAT    present do-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar drew a picture and presented it to me’ 
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Turning to the investigation of the syntactic position of bare objects in a clause, we 

see that, unlike TI, but similar to PI nominals, they manifest the earlier identified duality 

(see pp. 26-27). On the one hand, they are preverbal and slightly closer to the verbs than 

standard direct objects. On the other hand, they lack strict verb-adjacency, due to their 

relatively independent status as syntactic complements of transitive verbs. 

The first part of the duality, i.e., the predominantly preverbal position, falls into the 

general Turkic pattern discussed in section 2.3 of Chapter 2 (see pp. 47-48, examples (47), 

(48), (49)). Uzbek bare objects in neutral SOV sentences, i.e., sentences with default word 

order and information structure, as a rule cannot be separated from the verb by adverbs (69a) 

or NPs (70a), whereas the case-marked objects can (69b), (70b): 

(69)
a.

 (adapted from Knecht, 1986: 87):
Anvar tez        rasm    (*tez)        chiz-di
Anvar quickly picture (*quickly) draw-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar drew (a) picture(s) quickly’

b. Anvar tez        rasm-ni        (tez)        chiz-di
Anvar quickly picture-ACC (quickly) draw-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar drew the picture quickly’

(70) (adapted from Baker, 2014: 8):
a. Men Masha-ga  kitob (*Masha-ga)    ber-dim

I       Masha-DAT book (*Masha-DAT) give-PST.1SG 
‘I gave (a) book(s) to Masha’ 

b. Men Masha-ga   kitob-ni    (Masha-ga)   ber-dim
I       Masha-DAT book-ACC (Masha-DAT) give-PST.1SG 
‘I gave the book to Masha’ 

However, the second part of the duality, which relates to the lack of strict verb-

adjacency, is crucial in arguing against TI in Uzbek.  

It follows from the discussion in the previous chapter, that the linear adjacency of the 

nominal to the verb is a natural outcome of morpho-syntactic fusion in TI. In turn, its 

absence is a strong argument against the reviewed approaches to TI. Neither lexical 

compounding, nor syntactic incorporation via head-movement, nor head-to-head merge 
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analyses of TI can account for the ability of the incorporated nominal to leave the verb-

adjacent position and to have a considerable syntactic mobility.  

In Uzbek, unlike in Sakha and Tatar, and similar to Turkish, adjacency of bare objects 

to verbs may be violated in two ways. First, by insertion of certain elements between the 

nominal and the verb. Second, by scrambling of the nominal to the left and right peripheries 

of the sentence.  

Insertion of material between bare objects and verbs is focus-related. In Turkish, the 

immediately preverbal position is identified as a pragmatic focus position, i.e., the structural 

location in the sentence, hosting “the most information-bearing element in that context” 

(Erguvanlı-Taylan, 1984: 34). Thus, occurring between the bare nominal and the verb in 

Uzbek are the focus particle ham (‘also’) (71a) and the contrastive focal clitic –chi (71b).  

(71)  
a. Anvar nok ham ye-di

Anvar pear also eat-PST.3SG
‘Anvar also ate (a) pear(s)’

b. Nok-chi, ye-di-ng-mi?
pear-PR    eat-PST-2SG-Q
‘What about (a) pear(s), did you eat it (them)?’

Furthermore, although adverb modifiers generally precede the whole VP as shown in 

(69a), adverbs pronounced with focus intonation can intervene between the bare object and 

the verb. Consider (72a) and (72b) which illustrate the insertion of adverbs of degree, used 

as polarity items, NPIs and PPIs, respectively. In such cases, the focused adverb in the 

preverbal position receives a strong stress (marked in bold). 

(72)  
a. Anvar kuz-da  palto [F umuman/    deyarli/  hech] kiy-ma-di 

Anvar autumn-LOC coat   whatsoever  virtually  at all   wear-NEG-PST.3SG
‘Anvar did not wear (a) coat(s) whatsoever/ virtually/ at all in autumn’ 

b. Anvar kuz-da  palto [F kamdan-kam/ ozgina bo`lsa-da/    jinday] kiy-di
Anvar autumn-LOC coat    rarely  a little bit.although   briefly  wear-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar wore (a) coat(s) rarely / briefly/ a little bit in autumn’ 
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Recall that such adverb insertion is possible in PI languages, such as Persian, Spanish and 

Catalan (p. 33, example (32)). 

The second type of adjacency-violation is achieved via scrambling of the nominal to 

the left and right peripheries of the sentence.32  

Bare objects can be “dislocated to the left periphery” of the sentence, i.e., topicalized 

(Erteschik-Shir, 2007: 7), as in (73) and (74). This happens when the preverbal subject 

receives contrastive focus, i.e., the intonation, marking the presence of other alternatives. 

(73) (based on Modarresi, 2014: 18):
Q: Kim rasm    chiz-di,   Anvar-mi   yoki Ra’no? 

who picture draw-PST.3SG  Anvar-Q     or     Rano 
‘Who drew (a) picture(s)? Anvar or Rano? 

A: Rasm  [F Anvar] chiz-di 
 picture,   Anvar   draw-PST.3SG 
‘It was Anvar, who drew (a) picture(s)’ 

(74) Q: Kim rasm    chiz-di va    kim qo`shiq ayt-di?
who picture draw-PST.3SG  and who song    tell-PST.3SG 
‘Who drew (a) picture(s) and who sang (a) song(s)?’ 

A: Rasm [F Anvar] chiz-di,          qo`shiq esa [F Ra’no] ayt-di
picture Anvar     draw-PST.3SG  song    T.M      Rano    tell-PST.3SG 
‘It was Anvar, who drew (a) picture(s) and Rano who sang (a) song(s)’ 

The scrambled bare objects above have the status of ‘given information’ and do not 

contribute anything new: they must be present in the discourse so they can occupy the 

sentence-initial topic position. 33  In turn, the preverbal focus position hosts the most 

informative constituent of the sentence, in this case the subject.  

Lastly, bare objects may undergo rightward scrambling. Such postposition is widely 

used in poetry and fiction. The post-verbal position, also known as ‘the tail’, is traditionally 

associated with the backgrounding of information (Vallduví, 1992). The element which 

appears in this part of the sentence generally contains ‘old information’. The following 

32 The default word order in Uzbek is SOV, but scrambling is common and productive, resulting in the 
following possible orders: SVO, VSO, OVS, VOS and OSV. 
33Note that in (74) the bare object qo`shiq (‘song’) is followed by the topic marker esa.
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example comes from a children’s story and indicates that even modified bare objects can 

occur post-verbally:  

(75) Ustaboy kulol, bering   ko`za, olay   suv,  chayqay tumshuq, yeyman semiz a’lo qo`zi

master  potter give.2SG pot  get.1SG water rinse.1SG beak       eat.1SG   fat excellent goat 
‘Master potter, give me (a) pot(s), so I can take water, so I can rinse (a) beak(s), so I 
can eat (an) excellent fat goat(s)’

It must be evident from the examples of both leftward and rightward scrambling that 

dislocated bare objects remain indefinite, non-specific and number-neutral. Overall, the data 

so far strongly suggests the absence of an unbreakable morpho-syntactic tie between bare 

objects and verbs. 

Now, I turn to the discussion of the syntactic status of bare nominals as of 

complements of transitive verbs.  

First, consider that in sentences with bare nominals in the preverbal position, object-

doubling is ungrammatical. The example below illustrates that, just like the full-fledged 

case-marked direct objects (76a), bare nominals block the possibility of an ‘extra object’ 

nominal (term due to Chung & Ladusaw, 2004) (76b).  

(76) (adapted from Öztürk, 2009: 348)
a. *Anvar manzara(-ni)/    bitta manzara(-ni)    rasm-ni     chiz-di

Anvar landscape(-ACC) one   landscape(-ACC) picture-ACC draw-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar picture-drew (a) landscape(s)/ the landscape/ a landscape’ 

b. *Anvar manzara(-ni)/    bitta manzara(-ni)    rasm      chiz-di
Anvar landscape(-ACC) one   landscape(-ACC) picture   draw-PST.3SG

‘Anvar picture-drew (a) landscape(s)/ the landscape/ a landscape’

That is to say, unlike in languages that employ types II, IV of NI (Mithun, 1984) (pp. 

14, 15 examples (10b) and (12), respectively) or classifier NI (Rosen, 1989) (p. 17), in 

Uzbek, preverbal bare nominals remain in their position as syntactic objects. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, TI in most of the cases leads to the change in 

valency of the incorporating verb. Recall the examples of intransitivization in ergative-

absolutive languages, such as Tongan (Oceanic) (p. 13, example (9)), Yucatec (Mayan) (p. 

14, example (10)), and West Greenlandic (Eskimo-Aleut) (p. 22, example (18)).   
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In Uzbek, however, the valency of verbal predicates of bare objects remains 

unaffected. This piece of evidence comes from the Turkic causative constructions (see 

Erguvanlı-Taylan, 1986; Öztürk, 2005, 2009). Identical to Turkish, in Uzbek, in causative 

constructions, the so-called ‘causee’ (marked in bold) receives dative marking if the verb is 

transitive (77a) and accusative marking if the verb is intransitive (77b). 

(77) (adapted from Öztürk, 2005: 41; 2009: 347):
a. Ra’no Anvar-ga/*-ni     nok-ni/      bitta nok-ni     ye-dir-di

Ra’no Anvar-DAT/*-ACC pear-ACC/ one  pear-ACC eat-CAUS-PST.3SG
‘Ra’no made Anvar eat the pear / a pear’

b. Ra’no Anvar-ni/*-ga      yugur-tir-di
Ra’no Anvar-ACC/*-DAT run-CAUS-PST.3SG
‘Ra’no made Anvar run’

Thus, in (77a) the transitive verb has a full-fledged syntactic argument in the direct object 

position marked with accusative morphology. As a result, the causee receives dative case. 

In (77b) accusative marking is accessible to the causee due to the intransitivity of the verb 

(and the absence of another argument).  

Under causativization, verbal predicates with bare nominals acts as transitive: 

(78) (adapted from Öztürk, 2005: 41; 2009: 348):
Ra’no Anvar-ga/ *-ni     nok  ye-dir-di
Ra’no Anvar-DAT/*-ACC pear eat-CAUS-PST.3SG 
‘Ra’no made Anvar eat (a) pear(s)’ 

The accusative marking is blocked for the causee in (78), which shows that the bare 

nominal, although lacking overt object marking, functions as a syntactic object of the 

transitive verb. As such, it is apparently visible for abstract case-feature checking. Thus, the 

abstract accusative case feature is checked, and this explains why accusative marking is 

unavailable for the causee, by analogy with (77a). The view that abstract case does 

characterize overtly caseless objects in DOM is consistent with Aissen’s (2003) account of 

the phenomenon, and is also desirable for theoretical reasons. 
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Based on the combination of the empirical evidence discussed in this section, I 

conclude that the treatment of verbal constructions containing bare objects as involving TI 

is simply infeasible. I have demonstrated that Uzbek bare nominals are not null heads, but 

are rather NPs; that verb-adjacency of bare objects may be violated in sentences with non-

default information structure; and that bare objects have a relatively autonomous syntactic 

status that allows them to interact with case-assignment. 

The arguments made here may have given an impression that bare objects are no 

different from other types of direct objects and, therefore, that there is no evidence for 

incorporation in Uzbek. However, note that the duality identified in the nominal structure 

and the syntactic position in a clause makes bare objects perfect candidates for PI.  

The next section is dedicated to the discussion of the semantic evidence in favor of PI 

in Uzbek. I will illustrate that constructions containing bare nominals, unlike those with 

standard direct objects, manifest a number of semantic characteristics found in pseudo-

incorporating languages.  

3.2 Evidence in favor of Pseudo-Incorporation 

In the current section, I examine the semantic aspect of object incorporation. I do so by 

evaluating Uzbek bare nominals and their verbal predicates in relation to the semantic 

properties indicative of nominal incorporation. I show that Uzbek exhibits the following 

properties of incorporation: a) obligatory narrow scope, b) number-neutrality, c) atypical 

anaphoric uptake; and d) name-worthiness.  

I argue that given the morpho-syntactic evidence illustrated in the previous section, 

such as a) reduced, but phrasal nominal structure and b) syntactic complementhood, 

resulting in a relative syntactic independence of the nominal and its considerable mobility, 

as well as the presence of the semantic hallmarks of object incorporation, indicates pseudo-

incorporation of bare objects into verbs.   
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I will now consider the semantic properties of PI one by one. I start with the 

investigation of the nominal and then turn to the study of the whole verbal construction. The 

formal account of the properties will be suggested in the next section.  

a) Obligatory Narrow scope

As discussed in detail in subsections 2.1.3 (p. 22-23) and 2.2.2 (pp. 37-38) of Chapter 

2, one of the steadfast cross-linguistic semantic properties of (pseudo-)incorporated objects 

is their ‘obligatory narrow scope’ interpretation. This property is understood to be the result 

of scopal inertness of incorporated nominals. That is, such objects, due to the close 

association with the predicate, can only have a local scope. Since they cannot scope over 

any semantic operators, such nominals may never receive wide scope interpretation.  

The example below illustrates that Uzbek bare nominals, similarly to nominals in 

(pseudo-)incorporating languages (see p. 37 example (37)), obligatorily scope under 

intentional operators (79a), negation (79b) and universal quantification (79c).34 

(79)  
a. Ra’no maqola o`qishi kerak

Rano  article   read     must
‘Rano must read (an) article(s)’

Must > x: Rano must read some article(s) or other 
*x > Must: There exist(s) (an) article(s) such that Rano must read it (them)

b. Ra’no maqola o`qi-may-di
Rano  article   read-NEG-FUT.3SG
‘Rano will not read (an) article(s)’

Neg > x: Rano will not read any article(s) 
*x > Neg: There exist(s) an article(s) such that Rano will not read it (them)

c. Hamma maqola o`qi-yap-ti
everybody article   read-PRES.PROG-3PL 
‘Everybody is reading (an) article(s)’

x > x: Everybody is reading some article(s) or other 
*x > x: There exist(s) (an) article(s) such that everybody is reading it (them)

34 The example contains one of the two universal quantifiers in Uzbek, the collective hamma ‘all’. The 
distributive har bir ‘each’, yields the same obligatory narrow scope reading. 
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In each case, the only available reading of the sentences in (79) is the one where the object 

nominal receives a narrow scope interpretation, and a non-specific interpretation results 

(Must/ Neg/ x > x). As indicated in the translation, the wide scope interpretation is 

unavailable in each case. 

In contrast, morpho-syntactically more complex indefinite objects allow for a wide 

scope interpretation.  

First, consider the caseless nominal containing the indefinite article bitta. As shown 

in (80), such nominals are scopally ambiguous between a narrow and a wide scope 

interpretation, in which they pattern with English indefinites.  

(80)  
a. Ra’no bitta maqola o`qishi  kerak

Rano  one  article    read     must
‘Rano must read an article’

Must > x: Rano must read some or other article 
x > Must: There exists an article such that Rano must read it 

b. Ra’no bitta maqola o`qi-may-di
Rano  one  article    read-NEG-FUT.3SG
‘Rano will not read an article’

Neg > x: Rano will not read any article 35 
x > Neg: There exists an article such that Rano will not read it 

c. Hamma           bitta maqola o`qi-yap-ti
everybody one  article   read-PRES.PROG-3PL 
‘Everybody is reading an article’

x > x: Everybody is reading one or other article  
x > x: There exists an article such that everybody is reading it 

In all of the examples above, both narrow and wide scope readings of the indefinite 

nominals can be easily obtained provided a suitable context.  

Scope ambiguity also pertains to case-marked indefinite objects, as shown in (81): 

35 For some speakers, the narrow-scope reading of the nominal seems unavailable without the negative polarity 
item ‘ham’ (‘even’), as in ‘Rano will not read even a single article’. I refer the reader to Farkas & de Swart 
(2003: 105) for the discussion of a similar effect in Hungarian.  
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(81)  
a. Ra’no bitta maqola-ni o`qishi  kerak

Rano  one  article-ACC read    must
‘Rano must read an article’

x > Must: There exists an article such that Rano must read it 
Must > x: Rano must read one or other article 

b. Ra’no bitta maqola-ni   o`qi-may-di
Rano  one   article-ACC read-NEG-FUT.3SG
‘Rano will not read an article’

x > Neg: There exists an article such that Rano will not read it 
Neg > x: It is not the case that Rano will read one or another article 

c. Hamma            bitta maqola-ni o`qi-yap-ti
everybody one  article-ACC read-PRES.PROG-3PL 
‘Everybody is reading an article’ 

x > x: There exists an article such that everybody is reading it 
x > x: Everybody is reading one or other article  

The case-marked objects generally receive wide scope interpretation in out-of-the blue 

contexts. However, as Enç (1991: 5, 6) points out in the context of Turkish indefinites, such 

nominals may take narrow scope if interpreted as partitive. Thus, the sentences in (81) 

would also be felicitous if the given requirement is satisfied by some article or other from a 

set of articles available in the discourse. In other words, both wide and narrow scope 

interpretations are available, albeit with the partitivity restriction. 

Finally, case-marked definite nominals never take scope under any operators. Hence, 

for all of the instances of (82) to be the felicitous, there must be a unique contextually salient 

article present in the discourse. 

(82)  
a. Ra’no maqola-ni  o`qishi  kerak

Rano  article-ACC read     must
‘Rano must read the article’

ɩx Article(x): There is a unique article that Rano must read 
(*Must > x: Rano must read one or other article) 

b. Ra’no maqola-ni   o`qi-may-di
Rano  article-ACC  read-NEG-FUT.3SG
‘Rano will not read the article’
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ɩx Article(x): There is a unique article that Rano will not read 
(*Neg > x: It is not the case that Rano will read one or other article) 

c. Hamma           maqola-ni   o`qi-yap-ti
everybody article-ACC read-PRES.PROG-3PL 
‘Everybody is reading the article’

ɩx Article(x): There is a unique article that everybody is reading 
(*x > x: Everybody is reading one or other article) 

In light of the examples discussed above, it becomes clear that scope facts set bare 

objects apart from morpho-syntactically more complex objects. The inaccessibility of the 

wide scope reading in all of the instances of the example (79) lays the initial semantic 

groundwork for their analysis as pseudo-incorporated. Thus, the obligatory narrow scope 

interpretation can be explained under the assumption that Uzbek bare objects get 

incorporated into their verbal predicates. This would result in a certain dependency between 

the nominal and the verbal elements: if the predicate scopes under some operator, then the 

bare nominal will do so as well (see Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 73).  

b) Number-neutrality

Number-neutrality, i.e., the ability of morphologically singular nominals to receive 

semantically singular and plural interpretation, is yet another feature of (pseudo-) 

incorporation.  

In Chapter 2 section 2.1, I mention that Mithun (1984) considers this property as a 

sign of nominal deficiency characteristic of object incorporation (p. 12), and that Bittner 

(1994), van Geenhoven (1996, 1998), Dayal (2003), Espinal & McNally (2011), Modarresi 

(2014) treat number-neutrality as the reflection of the internal semantics of incorporated 

nominals (see for instance, pp. 22, 23 examples (18), (19)), while Dayal (2011, 2015) and 

Krifka & Modarresi (2016) derive the apparent number-neutrality of PI nominals from 

additional sources, such as pluractionality (for the discussion see  pp. 38-39) or certain 

discourse conditions (for the details see p. 39), respectively. Section 2.2 mentions the 

presence of number-neutrality in all of the PI languages, which has lead Dayal (2003, 2015) 
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and Borik & Gehrke (2015) to consider it as one of the most cross-linguistically reliable 

characteristics of PI.  

Number-neutrality plays an important role in the diagnostics of PI in Uzbek. 

It was briefly noted in the introduction to the thesis that in Uzbek, morphologically 

singular nominals lack number marking, while plurality is marked by the plural suffix -lar. 

Accordingly, Uzbek bare objects under discussion are morphologically singular.  

However, semantically, bare objects have a number-neutral interpretation. Thus, the 

bare nominal in (83) lacks number marking, but the sentence could mean that Rano red one 

or more articles. That is, the semantic number of the bare object can be both singular and 

plural. 

(83) Ra’no maqola o`qi-di
Rano  article   read-PST.3SG
‘Rano read (an) article(s)’

Compare this to morpho-syntactically more complex nominals in (84). These 

nominals are morphologically and semantically singular. The object bitta maqola(-ni) 

contains the indefinite article bitta, which conveys morphological and semantic singularity 

(it originates from the numeral ‘one’). So, the reading under which Rano read more than 

one article is simply unavailable. The same can be said of the definite nominal, which refers 

to a contextually unique singular referent, the article.  

(84) Ra’no bitta maqola(-ni)/   maqola-ni   o`qi-di
Rano   one   article (-ACC) article-ACC read-PST.3SG
‘Rano read an article/ the article’

Farkas & de Swart (2003) show that in Hungarian, non-incorporated direct objects 

(DPs), like those in (84), pick a referent out of “the set of atomic entities” and, for that 

reason, are unacceptable as arguments of predicates with non-atomic entailment (Farkas & 

de Swart, 2003: 13). This observation is also valid for Uzbek (85). The collective 

predicate to`pladi `collected’ is incompatible with the nominal containing the indefinite 

article bitta 
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(85a) and the definite nominal (85b), due to the mismatch between the non-atomic 

denotation of the predicate and the atomic denotation of the nominal in each case: 

(85) (based on Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 13):
a. *Ra’no bitta maqola(-ni)   to`pla-di

Rano  one  article(-ACC)  collect-PST.3SG
‘Rano collected an article’ 

b. *Ra’no maqola-ni   to`pla-di
Rano  article-ACC collect-PST.3SG
‘Rano collected the article’ 

Note that such a mismatch does not occur when the object of the collective predicate 

is a morphologically and semantically plural nominal: 

(86) (based on Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 13):
Ra’no maqola-lar(-ni)  to`pla-di
Rano  article-PL(-ACC) collect-PST.3SG
‘Rano collected (the) articles’

Unlike standard objects, morphologically singular bare objects are acceptable in both 

atomic and non-atomic environments (87). In (87a) the atomicity entailment is contextual 

and is dictated by the world knowledge, i.e., Rano is looking for no more than one husband 

for herself (in a monogamous society). In (87b) the non-atomicity entailment is provided 

by the collective predicate to`pladi discussed above.  

(87)
a.

(based on Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 13, 14):
Ra’no er           izla-yap-ti
Rano  husband seek-PROG.PRES-3SG
‘Rano is looking for a husband’

b. Ra’no maqola  to`pla-di
Rano  article     collect-PST.3SG
‘Rano collected articles’

In other words, similar to that in Hungarian, the number-neutrality of morphologically 

bare Uzbek objects is reflected in their ability to be interpreted both atomically and non-

atomically. 

Interestingly, number-neutrality of Uzbek bare objects does not seem to stem from 

pluractionality. Recall that in Chapter 2, I discuss the treatment of number-neutrality 
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proposed by Dayal (2011, 2015) for Hindi and Hungarian (see pp. 38-39). In particular, in 

Hindi, the semantic number of PI nominals depends on the aspectual specification of the 

sentence, i.e., strictly singular in telic and number-neutral in atelic environments. Based on 

this, Dayal argues that PI nominals are actually both morphologically and semantically 

singular NumPs (i.e., semantically atomic), with their number-neutrality resulting from a 

pluractional operator applied over the verb.  

The empirical data from Uzbek does not support the idea that number-neutrality is an 

effect of a pluractional operator. If that was the case, a clash between pluractionality and 

telicity would lead to semantic singularity of bare objects in telic environments. However, 

(88) illustrates that in telic environments, Uzbek bare objects remain number-neutral (88a)

and may even be strictly non-atomic (88b). 

(88)
a.

 (based on Dayal’s 2015: 15 examples from Hindi):
Ra’no uch  soat-da     anor               yeb           tugatdi
Rano  three hour-LOC pomegranate eat.CONV  COMPL
‘Rano finished eating (a) pomegranate(s) in 3 hours’ = ‘one or more pomegranates’

b. Ra’no uch soat-da       anor               terib            bo`ldi
Rano  three hour-LOC  pomegranate gather.CONV  COMPL 
‘Rano finished gathering pomegranates in 3 hours’

It is therefore safe to conclude that in Uzbek, morphologically singular bare objects 

are semantically number-neutral NPs, rather than morphologically and semantically 

singular NumPs.36  

36 In section 3.1 (p. 60 example (65)), I show that Uzbek bare plural objects, i.e., nominals morphologically 
marked with nothing but the plural suffix –lar, can combine with verbs. The behavior of such nominals is 
strikingly similar to those in Persian as discussed by Modarresi (2014): bare plurals, which lack accusative 
case-marking, combine with verbs much more rarely than plural objects carrying accusative morphology, and, 
as shown in (i), such combinations result in an interpretation which unifies multiple occasions of article-
reading into one event.  
(i) (adapted from Modarresi, 2014: 39):

Ra’no maqola-lar o`qi-di
Rano  article-PL   read-PST.3SG
‘Rano read articles’ (‘Ra’no read many different articles’)

In my opinion, this indicates that bare plural nominals in the object position can be potentially treated as
pseudo-incorporated. I leave a detailed analysis of the PI of such objects to the future research, since the main 
objective of the current work is to establish a base for the PI analysis in Uzbek: PI of bare plurals has been 
argued to take place always on top of the PI of bare singular objects. To the best of my knowledge, the opposite 
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Note also that in Uzbek, number interpretation of bare objects, unlike that of standard 

objects, goes hand in hand with pragmatic factors, such as world knowledge and context. In 

particular, it is determined in each instance by additional (pragmatic) factors. I will return 

to this issue in section 3.3.  

c) Atypical discourse anaphora

The next important but complex property of (pseudo-)incorporated nominals has to do with 

the issue of discourse anaphora.  

Throughout the previous chapter I discussed the treatment of discourse properties of 

incorporated nominals in the earlier research. Thus, ‘discourse opacity’ has been considered 

a necessary property of object incorporation. For instance, Mithun (1984) presents an array 

of languages of type I, II and III incorporation, including Caddo in (6) (see p. 12), where 

nominals cannot be picked up by anaphora and do not introduce discourse referents. Later 

research, however, has identified that ‘discourse transparency’ may pertain to incorporated 

nominals even when TI is involved, e.g., in such languages as West Greenlandic (see p. 16 

example (14)) and Mapudungun (Sadock, 1980; Bittner, 1994; van Geenhoven, 1998; 

Baker, 2005 et al.) Subsequently, it has also been shown that most PI languages exhibit 

different levels of ‘discourse translucency’, whereby incorporated nominals can be taken up 

by various types of anaphora (mostly covert, but also overt) (see examples on pp. 40-43).  

In Uzbek, similar to PI languages like Hindi, Hungarian, Persian, Spanish/ Catalan, 

bare objects do not exhibit discourse opacity. Moreover, based on their successful overt and 

covert anaphoric uptake, I will argue that bare objects are discourse transparent. However, 

I will demonstrate that anaphoric uptake of bare objects differs considerably from that of 

standard direct objects, specifically, in that it can potentially be both singular and plural.  

has not been observed. I conclude this discussion by suggesting that in Uzbek, bare singular nominals, NPs, 
and bare plural nominals, plausibly NumPs, may undergo PI into verbs.  
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I will begin the discussion of discourse anaphora, by introducing types of anaphoric 

reference in Uzbek. The example below contains two variants of overt anaphora: pronouns 

(89a)37 and possessive pronominal clitics (89b), as well as covert or null anaphora (89c).  

(89)Anvar bitta rasm(-ni)i/  rasm-nii       chiz-di          
Anvar one  picture(-ACC) picture-ACC draw-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar drew a picture/ the picture’ 

Overt anaphora: 
Men u-nia. i      tezda    sot-dim 
I        it-ACC quickly sold-PST.1SG
‘I sold it quickly’ 

b. Narx-ii  ancha baland 
price-POSS.3SG quite   high
Its price is quite high’ 

Covert anaphora: 
c. Ra’no Ø  sotib ol-di

Rano  Ø   buy.CONV   take-PST.3SG 
‘Rano bought it (them)’

Both variants of the overt anaphora are sensitive to number specification on the 

nominal and carry morphological signs of number agreement. Thus, as illustrated in (90), 

morphologically singular standard objects can only be picked up by singular and not plural 

anaphoric expressions: 

(90) Anvar bitta rasm(-ni)i/      rasm-nii       chiz-di
Anvar one  picture(-ACC) picture-ACC draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew a picture/ the picture’

Overt anaphora: 
a. Men u-nii/    *u-lar-nii    tezda     sot-dim

I       it-ACC/ *it-PL-ACC  quickly sell- PST.1SG
‘I sold it quickly’ (not ‘I sold them quickly’) 

b. Narx-ii/             *narx-lar-ii ancha baland 
price-POSS.3SG    price-PL-POSS.3 quite  high
‘Its price is quite high’ (not ‘their prices are quite high’) 

37 Note that I only exemplify co-reference with nominals in the object position. This is because, in Uzbek, 
subject pronouns are more often null than overt, which is why anaphoric uptake by subject anaphora may be 
equally problematic for both standard direct objects and PI bare nominals. 
(i) Anvar bitta rasm(-ni)/       rasm(-ni)        chizdi. ?U baland narxda sotildi    

Anvar one  picture(-ACC)  picture(-ACC) drew     It  high    price    was.sold 
‘Anvar drew a picture/ (the) picture. It was sold for a high price’ 
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In turn, plural anaphora must be anteceded by morphologically plural objects: 

 Anvar rasm-lar(-ni)(91)                                               i         chiz-di 
Anvar picture-PL(-ACC) draw-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar drew (the) pictures’ 

Overt anaphora: 
a. Men u-lar-nii/   *u-nii     tezda     sot-dim

I       it-PL-ACC   it-ACC quickly sell- PST.1SG
I sold them quickly’ (not ‘I sold it quickly’) 

b. Narx-lar-ii/       *narx-ii ancha baland
price-PL-POSS.3  price-POSS.3SG quite  high
‘Their prices are quite high’ (not ‘its price is quite high’)

The examples in (90) and (91) explicitly indicate that morpho-syntactically more 

complex objects are fully discourse transparent. The data reflected above also relates to the 

earlier discussed issue of these objects’ number interpretation. That is, morphologically and 

semantically singular nominals have atomic denotation and, thus, introduce singular 

referents into the discourse, which are then picked up by singular pronouns or pronominal 

clitics. In contrast, morphologically and semantically plural nominals have non-atomic 

denotation and introduce plural discourse referents, whose subsequent uptake is realized by 

plural anaphoric expressions. 

Unsurprisingly, covert anaphora lacks any number sensitivity and, therefore, can be 

used in relation to all types of standard objects, independently of their number: 

(92) Anvar bitta rasm(-ni)i/     rasm-nii/         rasm-lar(-ni)i    chiz-di  
Anvar one  picture(-ACC)  picture-ACC    picture-PL(-ACC)  draw-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar drew a picture/ the picture/ (the) pictures’ 

Covert anaphora: 
Ra’no Ø  sotib           ol-di     
Rano  Ø   buy.CONV  take-PST.3SG
‘Rano bought it (them)’ 

Moving to the discussion of bare objects (93), we see that they can license all types 

of anaphora discussed above. In other words, similar to standard full-fledged objects, they 

are discourse transparent. However, one of the striking differences of anaphoric uptake of 

bare objects is their potential ability to antecede singular and plural overt anaphora (93a, b). 
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(93) Anvar rasmi    chiz-di.
Anvar picture draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) picture(s)’

Overt anaphora: 
a. Men u-nii/     u-lar-nii  tezda    sot-dim

I       it-ACC   it-PL-ACC   quickly sold-PST.1SG

b.

‘It (they) was (were) sold out quickly’ 

Narx-ii/            narx-lar-ii   ancha baland 
price-POSS.3SG price-PL-POSS.3-ACC    quite  high 

‘Its (their) price(s) is (are) quite high’ 

Covert anaphora: 
c. Ra’no Ø  sotib ol-di

Rano  Ø   buy.CONV  take-PST.3SG 
‘Rano bought it (them)’

At a first glance, this piece of data is surprising, given that bare nominals in the majority of 

PI languages are shown to manifest problematic anaphoric uptake. On the other hand, the 

data is well-matched with the recently reported discourse transparency of bare objects in 

Turkish and Tatar (see pp. 52, 54 examples (56) and (60a), respectively). Moreover, the 

possibility of both singular and plural anaphora in relation to bare objects is in line with 

their number-neutrality.  

That said, such anaphoric uptake of bare objects is not unimpeded. Generally, while 

covert anaphora in relation to bare objects is consistently unproblematic, speakers’ 

judgments in regards to overt anaphoric uptake of bare nominals tend to vary. Moreover, in 

some contexts it seems that one, but not the other, overt anaphoric expression is acceptable. 

Consider the example in (94), where the number-neutral bare object can be picked up by 

overt singular but not overt plural anaphora:  

(94) Bu   yil    Anvar o`zi         archai  bezat-di
this  year Anvar self.3SG   fir tree decorate-PST.3SG
‘This year Anvar decorated (a) fir tree(s) himself’

a. Endi u-nii/  ??u-lar-nii    bola-lar-ga    ko`rsat-amiz
now  it-ACC   it-PL-ACC child-PL-DAT show-FUT.1PL
‘Now we will show it to children’ (not ‘now we will show them to children’)
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b. Lekin tepa-si-nii/             ??tepa-lar-i-nii           bezaksiz           qoldir-di
but     top-POSS.3SG-ACC     top-PL-POSS.3-ACC decoration.less leave-PST.3SG
‘But he left its top undecorated’ (not ‘but he left their tops undecorated’)

And consider the example in (95), where the only possible option is overt plural anaphora: 

(95) Anvar rasmi    sot-a-di
Anvar picture sell- IMPERF-3SG 
‘Anvar sells (a) picture(s)’

a. Lekin u-lar-nii/ ??u-nii    o`zi         chiz-may-di
but     it-PL-ACC   it-ACC self.3SG  draw-NEG.IMPERF-PST.3SG
‘But he doesn’t draw them himself’ (not ‘but he doesn’t draw it himself’)

b. Narx-lar-ii/         ??narx-ii                   ancha baland
picture-PL-POSS.3   picture-POSS.3SG  quite  high
‘Their prices are quite high’ (not ‘its price is quite high’)

The data above strongly echoes the data from Persian as reported by Modarresi 

(2014). Recall that in Persian, bare objects are discourse translucent and can be referred to 

by overt anaphora (which has number specification) only when world knowledge dictates 

the semantic number of the nominal (see p. 42 example (43)). Similarly, in Uzbek, the 

anaphoric uptake of bare nominals is strongly dependent on world knowledge. Thus, the 

failure of plural anaphora in (94) is due to the stereotype that it is customary to decorate one 

fir tree for the New Year, while the failure of singular anaphora in (95) result from the 

imperfective aspect, suggesting that the event of ‘picture-selling’ spreads over time and 

involves more than one picture. In fact, the potential acceptability of both singular and 

plural anaphoric reference shown in (93) is interrelated with pragmatics: depending on the 

context, one and not the other could be acceptable.  

Above, I discuss the idea that it is the pragmatic factors that supply information about 

the number interpretation of bare objects. The data in (94) and (95) supports this idea, and 

shows that such number specification finds its reflection in phonologically overt discourse 

anaphora. 

Summarizing our findings, I conclude that Uzbek bare objects are discourse 

transparent: their anaphoric uptake is possible with both covert and overt anaphora. But 
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discourse properties of such objects are accompanied by certain features that set them apart 

from standard objects. Specifically, discourse anaphora in relation to bare objects is 

atypical, characterized by: a) potential compatibility with both singular and plural overt 

anaphora, and b) context-dependent compatibility with one and not the other. 

d) Name-worthiness

The final semantic property of PI to be discussed in this section concerns the 

interpretation of the whole incorporated construction. The discussion of this property in the 

Chapter 2 takes place under the label of ‘name-worthiness’, a term from Mithun (1984) 

(see pp. 11, 43-45). Dayal (2015) uses ‘name-worthiness’ as a general term consolidating a 

number of interdependent qualities of incorporated units. These qualities include: 

‘institutionalization’ (i.e., labeling a recognizable, culturally familiar or habitual activity); 

‘gaps’ (i.e., the ungrammaticality of some nominal-verb combinations); and ‘non-

compositionality’ (i.e., interpretation of incorporated structures idiomatically). 

I will examine Uzbek verbal constructions containing bare objects in relation to name-

worthiness and demonstrate that, as in PI languages, they exhibit all of the listed qualities.  

Institutionalization  

In Uzbek, verbal constructions containing bare objects show an effect of institutionalization. 

That is to say, such constructions tend to be interpreted as stereotypical or conventional 

activities. Consider (96), where book-reading is recognized as an institutionalized activity, 

but word-reading strikes as an odd combination.   

(96)  
a. Anvar kitob o`qi-di

Anvar book read-PST.3SG 
‘Anvar read (a) book(s)’

b. *Anvar so`z  o`qi-di 
  Anvar word read-PST.3SG 
 ‘Anvar read (a) word(s)’
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Notably, with morpho-syntactically more complex objects institutionalization does not play 

a role, since the activity denoted by the verb involves a particular referent. Therefore, the 

restriction placed by institutionalization is not present on the verbal construction.  

(97) Anvar bitta so`z(-ni)/   so`z-ni       o`qi-di
Anvar one  word(-ACC) word-ACC read-PST.3SG
‘Anvar read a word/ the word’

Just as in Hindi, Uzbek bare object-verb combinations denote institutionalized activities 

engrained in Uzbek culture. The combination in (98a) is grammatical due to the cultural 

perception of marrying off a daughter as of giving away of a bride. However, giving away 

of a son (98b) is not considered a culturally appropriate stereotype, thus blocking the 

possibility of a verbal construction in (98b). 

(98)
a.

 (adapted from Dayal, 2015: 6): 
Ra’no qiz          chiqar-di
Rano  daughter  take.out-PST.3SG 
‘Ra’no married off (a) daughter(s)’

b. *Ra’no o`g`il chiqar-di
Rano  son    take.out-PST.3SG
‘Ra’no married off (a) son(s)’  

Again, when it comes to standard objects, the institutionalization is absent, so the 

only possible interpretation of the verbal construction is the literal one:   

(99) Ra’no bitta o`g`il(-ni)/   o`g`il(-ni)  chiqar-di
 Rano  one   son(-ACC)   son(-ACC)  take.out-PST.3SG 
‘Ra’no took out a son/ the son’

Remarkably, institutionalization is frequently responsible for the acceptability of 

certain combinations that we do not usually expect. In particular, I refer to the potential 

pseudo-incorporation of animate objects and proper names, discussed below. 

As Mithun (1984) states, animate nominals are generally unlikely to be incorporated 

due to their saliency, e.g., “the verb murder is not so likely to incorporate its patient, because 

the victim is too important” (Mithun, 1984: 863). This statement is overall supported by the 

Uzbek data: while movie-seeing in (100a) is acceptable, friend-seeing is an ungrammatical 
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combination (100b). This is not surprising, since in Uzbek animate objects (especially 

[+human]) are most often case-marked. 

(100)  
a. Rano kino    ko`r-di

Rano movie see-PST.3SG
‘Rano saw (a) movie(s)’

b. *Ra’no do`st   ko`r-di
Rano   friend see-PST.3SG

‘Rano saw (a) friend(s)’

However, bare animate objects are grammatical in such constructions as bola ko`rdi

(‘child-had’, lit. ‘child-saw’) in (101a) or odam o`ldirdi (‘human-murdered’) in (101b).

(101)  
a. Rano bola  ko`r-di

Rano child see-PST.3SG
‘Rano had (a) baby(s)’

b. Bu  shaxs        odam   o`ldir-di
this individual human kill-PST.3SG
‘This individual murdered (a) human(s)’

It seems then that the combination of bare animate nominals with verbs can be 

facilitated if an animate object is involved in an institutionalized activity. Thus, in each of 

the cases in (101), despite the verb describing a significant effect on the patient, the activity 

qualifies for a well-recognizable and contextually independent event. 

Institutionalization is also responsible for the limited possibility of proper names to 

undergo what I argue to be pseudo-incorporation. The example (102a) illustrates that under 

regular circumstances, a proper name in the object position obligatorily receives accusative 

case-marking. This is related to the fact that proper names are classical definite expressions. 

That said, in certain instances, proper names in their bare form can combine with verbs to 

describe an institutionalized activity, just like in (102b), sightseeing in Uzbekistan’s ancient 

capital, namely Samarkand-strolling.  
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(102) 
a. Biz Samarkand*(-ni)  ko`r-dik

we Samarkand(-ACC) see-PST.1PL
‘We saw Samarkand’

b. Biz Samarkand aylan-dik
we  Samarkand stroll-PST.1PL
‘We strolled around Samarkand’

Gaps 

Dayal (2003, 2011, 2015) notes the existence of occasional mishaps, gaps, in nominal-verb 

combinations: while some combinations are possible, some are ungrammatical. 

While in Uzbek bare object-verb combinations are highly productive, restrictions do 

exist and gaps can be found. For instance, the combinations so`z o`qidi (‘word-read’) in

(96b) and o`g`il chiqardi (‘son-married’) in (98b) are unacceptable. Similarly, while

the verbal constructions in (103a) are grammatical, similar constructions in (103b) are not.  

(103)  
a. sir bilmoq;     kelin ko`rmoq;  suv sepmoq;  kitob o`qimoq

secret-know   bride-see           water-splash  book-read

b. *mish-mish bilmoq; *ayol ko`rmoq; *sharbat sepmoq; *so`z o`qimoq
rumor-know             woman-see       juice-splash          word-read 

Gaps are unsystematic and may be overcome, given a certain context. As Mithun 

(1984: 848) indicates, combinations like ladder-climbing are still possible if a context is 

construed, where ladder-climbing would be seen as a frequently performed conventional 

activity. Dayal (2015) also discusses the possibility of this type of contextual manipulation 

and coercion in Hindi. Similarly, previously discussed Uzbek combinations may be forced 

to become acceptable if the context is manipulated accordingly.  

Non-compositionality 

Another characteristic of PI constructions is their occasional non-compositionality. In some 

cases, bare objects and verbs form idiomatic combinations. In fact, this effect is present in 

some of the earlier examples discussed above. In (98a) the verbal construction qiz chiqardi, 

which literally means ‘daughter-took out’, must be interpreted idiomatically as ‘married (a) 
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daughter(s)’. Similarly, in (101a) the non-compositional interpretation of bola ko`rdi

as ‘gave birth to (a) child(ren)’ differs from its literal meaning of ‘child-saw’.  

Idiomatization may take a form of a semantic expansion of the meaning of the whole 

construction. In (104a) the combination tea-drink may be interpreted quite broadly as 

involving other activities, such as having a snack or a treat, as well as social interaction. 

When the object is standard, no such idiomatization takes place: the meaning of the 

combination is compositional (104b). 

(104)  
a. Kel,   choy ich-a-miz

come tea   drink-FUT-1PL
‘Come, we will drink tea’

b. Kel,   bir   piyola choy(-ni)/   choy-ni    ich-a-miz
come one  bowl    tea(-ACC)    tea(-ACC) drink-FUT-1PL
‘Come, we will drink a bowl of tea/ the tea’

I have demonstrated that the data from Uzbek mirrors the properties discussed under 

the dome of name-worthiness in a number of pseudo-incorporating languages like Hindi, 

Hungarian, Persian, Spanish and Catalan. This, in turn, serves as yet another indication of 

pseudo-incorporation in the language.  

At this point in the discussion, I have presented both morpho-syntactic (section 3.1) 

and semantic (section 3.2) properties of Uzbek bare nominals in the object position. In 

conjunction, the evidence provided in the two sections strongly indicates that bare objects 

undergo a type of object incorporation which must be analyzed as pseudo-incorporation, 

rather than true incorporation.  

The next section is dedicated to the analysis of the presented evidence. 

3.3 Analysis of Pseudo-Incorporation in Uzbek 

In this section, I would like to propose an account of pseudo-incorporation in Uzbek which 

can explain the various morpho-syntactic and semantic properties of bare objects discussed 
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in this chapter. First, I will present the core of the analysis and then examine the properties 

in light of the proposed analysis, providing necessary additions to it.  

Starting with morpho-syntactically more complex nominals, I assume that objects 

containing the indefinite article bir/ bitta are quantificational (type <<e, t>, t>), and that 

case-marked definite objects are individual-denoting (type <e>). Thus, when these objects 

participate in standard complementation, their semantic composition with transitive verbs 

(type <e, <e, t>>) is achieved via the classical functional application. 

Turning to morpho-syntactically reduced bare objects, I follow the general trend in 

the research in treating incorporated nominals as denoting properties, i.e., of the type <e, t> 

(see among others, van Geenhoven 1996, 1998; Dayal, 2003, 2011, 2015; Farkas & de 

Swart, 2003; Chung & Ladusaw, 2004; Kagan, 2005, 2012, 2015; Dobrovie-Sorin et al., 

2006; Espinal & McNally, 2011; Modarresi, 2014). The proposed semantic type is 

compatible with the earlier identified ‘reduced morpho-syntax’ of bare NPs: such nominals 

lack elements indicative of the presence of functional projections like NumP and DP (e.g., 

determiners, number inflection) and characteristic of quantificational and individual-

denoting nominals respectively. Note also that property-denoting NPs are indeed expected 

to be scopally inert and non-specific. 

Adopting the analysis by Chung & Ladusaw (2004) and its adaptation by Modarresi 

(2014) for Persian PI, I posit for Uzbek that the semantic combination of a property-

denoting bare nominal and a transitive verb of the type <e, <e, t>> is realized through 

predicate restriction. In particular, I claim that in Uzbek PI, the meaning of the predicate 

gets restricted to the meaning of the nominal via the RESTRICT mode of semantic 

composition. As discussed in Chapter 2 section 2.2 (see pp. 35-36), RESTRICT is an 

operation which stands as an alternative to functional application and facilitates a direct 

combination of a property and a predicate. The property in such a combination is considered 
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a restrictive modifier. Since predicates are treated as functions, it is proposed that as a result 

of such a combination, the initial domain of the predicate gets restricted to its subdomain. 

The application of RESTRICT is illustrated in (105), where, as the result of the operation, 

the meaning of the predicate drew gets restricted to the meaning of the nominal picture, 

with the latter acting as a restrictive modifier of the former.   

(105) Anvar rasm    chiz-di
Anvar picture  draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) picture(s)’

RESTRICT (λyλx [draw’(y)(x)], picture’) = λyλx [draw’(y)(x) ˄ picture’(y)] 

RESTRICT is a non-saturating mode of composition: when a transitive predicate of 

the type <e, <e, t>> combines with a bare nominal of the type <e, t>, the latter does not 

satisfy the argument position of the former. Therefore, Chung & Ladusaw (2004) propose 

that the total semantic predicate saturation takes place via existential closure (EC). This 

operation occurs immediately above the verbal phrase (vP) and provides an existential 

binding to the argument variable (106). Consequently, EC closes off the predicate’s 

argument position.  

(106) Anvar rasm    chiz-di
Anvar picture  draw-PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) picture(s)’

EC (RESTRICT (λyλx [draw’(y)(x)], picture’))= λx∃y [draw’(y)(x) ˄ picture’(y)] 

Note that EC provides an indirect semantic saturation. This may seem a surprising 

proposal in relation to Uzbek. Bare nominals in it serve as ‘syntactic objects’ of their verbal 

predicates: they are autonomous, they block object-doubling and affect case-assignment in 

a clause. This, in turn, implies that such objects fully saturate transitive verbal predicates, 

just like standard objects do (see the discussion in section 3.1). However, as suggested by 

the analysis of Chung & Ladusaw (2004), this saturation is syntactic only. Unlike morpho-

syntactically more complex objects, bare nominals do not semantically saturate the 
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argument position of the predicate, but merely restrict it. Semantic saturation in this case 

occurs indirectly via the application of EC.  

Now, let us see how the evidence presented earlier in the chapter can be interpreted 

to support the proposed analysis.  

First, the most direct outcome of this analysis concerns the scopal behavior of PI 

objects, namely their ‘obligatory narrow scope’ interpretation. Evidently, bare objects 

reside below the existential closure (cf. (106)), which in turn occurs inside the scope of 

various elements that are interpreted higher in the structure (such as negation, intentional 

operators and universal quantification). This explains why Uzbek bare objects in the 

example (79) (see p. 68) cannot receive wide scope interpretation. Moreover, although, it 

has been shown that bare objects (unlike truly incorporated ones) may occur in a non-verb-

adjacent manner, they still obligatorily receive the narrow scope reading as shown in (107). 

This, again, indicates that PI nominals are interpreted below EC. 

(107) Rasm, Anvar chizishi kerak
Picture Anvar draw    must
‘It is Anvar who must draw (a) picture(s)’

Must > x: Anvar must draw some picture(s) or other(s) 
*x > Must: There exist(s) (a) picture(s) such that Anvar must draw it (them)

Second, the proposed analysis can serve as a base in accounting for the ‘atypical 

discourse transparency’ of bare objects in Uzbek. Since Chung & Ladusaw’s (2004) 

approach does not make any rigorous predictions about the dynamic properties of bare 

nominals, I suggest that they can be accounted for by the analysis of Krifka & Modarresi 

(2016) (reviewed in detail in section 2.2 of Chapter 2), which is fully compatible with the 

currently proposed predicate restriction. Together, the analyses can resolve two major issues 

in this regard: first, identify the source of discourse transparency of Uzbek bare objects; 

second, explain why both singular and plural anaphora are possible as well as affected by 

pragmatic factors, such as world knowledge and context. 
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 In essence, following Krifka & Modarresi (2016), I claim that PI bare nominals 

introduce discourse referents, but (unlike standard non-incorporated objects) do not do so 

straightforwardly, which enables their uptake by both covert and overt anaphora, with the 

latter being subject to pragmatic limitations. 

Let us start with the resolution of the first issue, namely the source of discourse 

transparency. According to the proposed analysis, EC over the verbal phrase (cf. the 

semantic operation in (106)) provides an indirect existential force and binds the bare object. 

In other words, the bare object’s discourse visibility stems from the existential quantifier 

contributed by EC. As shown in (108), when an empty discourse representation structure 

(DRS) (i.e., K0) is updated with a clause containing an incorporated construction, the bare 

nominal introduces a discourse referent (i.e., x2).  However, the discourse referent appears 

in the subordinated structure ∃ [x₂ |…], which, essentially, means that it cannot be easily 

accessed. At first glance, this claim seems at odds with the empirical data presented for 

Uzbek, where bare nominals exhibit discourse transparency and, therefore, appear to be 

easily accessible. Nonetheless, recall that I mention earlier that speakers’ judgments tend to 

vary as to whether or not in some occasions such anaphoric uptake is acceptable. I propose 

that this variation results from the fact that the overall transparency of bare objects is 

achieved indirectly and comes as a result of additional manipulations in the DRS.  

(108) (based on Krifka & Modarresi, 2016: 880)
Anvar rasm    chizdi
Anvar picture daw.PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) picture(s).

K₀ + [Anvar1 EC [vP t1 rasm chizdi]]  
= [x₁ | x₁ = ANVAR, ∃ [x₂ | PICTURE(x₂), DRAW(x₁, x₂)]] = K₁ 

This brings us to the resolution of the second issue, namely explaining why both 

singular and plural anaphora are possible, and why they are affected by pragmatic factors, 

such as world knowledge and context. Recall that Krifka & Modarresi (2016) posit that the 

existential condition ∃ [x₂ |…] can be satisfied once or multiple times. To put it differently, 
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depending on pragmatic factors, such as world knowledge and context, the existential 

condition may be satisfied in such a way that allows for one or more objects to verify the 

conditions of the DRS, namely that the object is a picture and that Anvar drew it. In turn, 

hypothetically, in order to achieve a subsequent singular or plural anaphoric uptake of the 

PI nominal, its number-specification must be somehow calculated out of these conditions. 

But it is unclear how that could be achieved, given that the anaphoric uptake of a discourse 

referent appearing in the subordinated DRS is problematic to begin with. This is where the 

Abstraction & Summation rule comes in. Essentially, the rule enables the anaphoric uptake 

of the discourse referent and does so for both covert and overt anaphora. Consider (109), 

where the DRS (i.e., K1) is updated with the clause containing anaphora in reference to the 

PI nominal. First, by Abstraction the discourse referent x2 is extracted out of the conditions 

in the DRS of the first clause (i.e., K0). Next, by Summation (Σ) the totality of all entities 

satisfying the conditions in the DRS gets combined, namely all entities for which it holds 

that it is a picture that Anvar drew. Finally, the product of this operation is identified with 

a novel number-neutral discourse referent (i.e., ξ₂), for which it holds that it is a picture that 

Anvar drew that Rano bought, and which can be picked up by both covert anaphora without 

number-specification, and overt number-specific (singular or plural) anaphora. I will 

elaborate on this point in what follows.   

(109) (based on Krifka & Modarresi, 2016: 880)
Anvar rasm    chizdi.           Ra’no Ø/ u-ni/     u-lar-ni    sotib           oldi
Anvar picture daw.PST.3SG  Rano  Ø/ it-ACC/ it-PL-ACC buy.CONV   take.PST.3SG
‘Anvar drew (a) picture(s). Rano bought it/ them’

K₁+ [Ra’no Ø/ uni/ ularni sotib oldi] 
= [x₁ | x₁ = ANVAR, ∃ [x₂ | PICTURE(x₂), DRAW(x₁, x₂)] 
ξ₂ x₃ | x₃ = RANO, ξ₂ = Σx₂ [x₂ | PICURE(x₂), DRAW(x₁, x₂)], BUY(x₃, ξ₂)] 

Although, the analysis is originally tailored to account for the considerable discourse 

translucency of Persian PI nominals, in my opinion, it is also compatible with the atypical 

discourse transparency of Uzbek bare nominals. It proposes a mechanism that can explain 
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how an incorporated object can introduce a discourse referent and why such a referent can 

be accessible to all variants of anaphoric expressions.  

Fourth, ‘number-neutral’ interpretation of PI bare objects directly follows from the 

combination of Chung & Ladusaw’s (2004) and Krifka & Modarresi’s (2016) analyses. In 

fact, I have already touched upon this matter while discussing number-specific discourse 

anaphora in relation to bare nominals. In particular, I mention that number-neutral 

interpretation stems from the potential possibility to satisfy the existential condition (i.e.,∃ 

[x₂ |…]) for one or more values of the existentially bound variable. This, in turn, is made 

possible because the existential quantifier does not lead to the scalar implicature that this 

process may happen only once (Modarresi, 2014; Krifka & Modarresi, 2016). 

Consequently, in (108) EC leads to the following interpretation: there is at least one x2, such 

that it is a picture that Anvar drew, which clearly conforms to the apparent number-

neutrality of the bare object.38 

Additionally, number-specific interpretation of bare objects dictated by additional 

factors is in line with the proposed mechanism. For instance, for the reiteration of the 

example (87) below, we would say that world knowledge of monogamous societies limits 

the satisfaction of the existential condition for one value of the existentially bound variable, 

such that it is a husband for which Rano is looking.  

(110) (based on Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 13, 14):
Ra’no er           izla-yap-ti
Rano  husband seek-PROG.PRES-3SG
‘Rano is looking for a husband’

K₀ + [Rano1 EC [vP t1 er izlayapti]] 

38 Regarding the briefly discussed possibility of PI of bare plural nominals in the object position (see footnote 
36 on p. 74), I assume that morpho-syntactically property-denoting NPs may be pluralized by the [+plural] 
feature on the head of the NumP. Such nominals, as mentioned earlier, semantically denote a non-atomic 
domain. For the purposes of this work, given that I have not delved into the distribution of bare plural objects, 
I will simply hypothesize that PI of such nominals occurs as a result of a semantic operation whereby the 
plural marker appears outside the nominal and applies to the whole incorporated VP.  
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= [x₁ | x₁ = RANO, ∃ [x₂ | HUSBAND(x₂), LOOK-FOR(x₁, x₂)]] = K₁ 

In contrast, in (111) the semantics of the collective verb dictate that the existential 

condition be satisfied for more than one value of the existentially bound variable, such that 

it is an article that Rano collected. 

(111) (based on Farkas & de Swart, 2003: 13, 14):
Ra’no maqola  to`pla-di
Rano  article     collect-PST.3SG 
‘Rano collected articles’

K₀ + [Rano1 EC [vP t1 maqola to`pladi]]  
= [x₁ | x₁ = RANO, ∃ [x₂ | ARTICLE(x₂), COLLECT(x₁, x₂)]] = K₁ 

Fourth, the current analysis accounts for the property of the whole verbal construction 

to be interpreted as a ‘name-worthy’ activity. First of all, the idea behind predicate 

restriction via the function of RESTRICT squares well with the earlier observation 

regarding the nominal serving as a “supplement” or an “amplifier” to the meaning of the 

verb. In particular, the result of predicate restriction is that the domain of the predicate 

serving as a function gets narrowed down to its subdomain, e.g., from ‘drew’ to ‘picture-

drew’ in (105). The nominal in such a construction is number-neutral, denotes a property 

and does not refer to a particular or a specific object, serving as a mere restrictive modifier 

of the verb. As a result, the construction itself tends to be interpreted as a unitary concept, 

used as a label for a recognizable, culturally familiar or habitual activity, i.e., an 

institutionalized activity. Further, I assume that the occasional non-compositionally of such 

constructions is due to their lexicalization.  

In turn, institutionalized activity meanings in combination with the occasional 

resulting lexicalizations cause the existence of gaps. Consider the example (103) illustrating 

gaps reiterated in (113). The example shows that while all of the nominal-verb combinations 

in (112a) denote institutionalized activities, none of the combinations in (112b) can be 

categorized as institutional.     
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(112) 
a. sir bilmoq;     kelin ko`rmoq;  suv sepmoq;  kitob o`qimoq

secret-know   bride-see           water-splash  book-read

b. *mish-mish bilmoq; *ayol ko`rmoq; *sharbat sepmoq; *so`z o`qimoq
rumor-know woman-see       juice-splash          word-read 

Such combinations as the earlier discussed qiz chiqardi (‘daughter-married’) in (98a) 

are both institutionalized and lexicalized, while nominal-verb combinations such as 

o`g`il chiqardi (‘son-married’) in (98b) conform to neither.

Importantly, gaps can be remedied in contexts where the nominal-verb combinations 

are interpreted as institutionalized. For instance, if we imagine that a certain cultural 

festivity involves a ritual of juice-splashing (say, with the purpose of wishing that life be as 

sweet as juice), then this combination becomes grammatical. This is true of all combinations 

classified as gaps. Note that the possibility of forcing gaps into becoming institutionalized 

activities follows from the identified process behind predicate restriction. Specifically, it 

indicates that, since the nominal denotes a property, it can potentially enter into the 

RESTRICT relation with the verb.  

In this section I have proposed an analysis of PI best suited to account for the Uzbek 

data presented in the current chapter. I have discussed how predicate restriction via the 

function of RESTRICT, originally proposed by Chung & Ladusaw (2004) and subsequently 

modified by Modarresi (2014) and Krifka & Modarresi (2016) for Persian PI, has the 

potential to capture both sets of properties, namely morpho-syntactic and semantic, of 

Uzbek bare nominals in the object position. 

3.4 Summary   

Based on the variety of morpho-syntactic (section 3.1) and semantic evidence (section 3.2), 

in this chapter I have argued against TI analysis and in favor of PI analysis of bare objects 

in Uzbek. It has been shown that morpho-syntactically such nominals: a) have a reduced, 

but phrasal structure and b) are syntactically visible complements; whereas semantically 
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they: a) take an obligatory narrow scope; b) exhibit number-neutrality; c) manifest atypical 

discourse anaphora, and incorporate verbal constructions are interpreted as d) name-

worthy.  

In accounting for these properties, I have proposed an analysis of PI in Uzbek, based 

on the predicate restriction developed by Chung & Ladusaw (2004), adapted by Modarresi 

(2014) for Persian PI, and enriched by Krifka & Modarresi’s (2016) treatment of discourse 

anaphora and number-neutrality in Persian PI.  
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Chapter IV: Conclusion 

4.1 Summary of the main results 

This thesis set out to examine whether Uzbek employs object incorporation and, if it does, 

to determine whether it is true incorporation or pseudo-incorporation. Based on the thorough 

review of abundant literature on the cross-linguistic phenomenon of object incorporation, 

discussed in Chapter 2, as well as the empirical data concerning the morpho-syntactic and 

semantic characteristics of constructions under discussion, presented and analyzed in 

Chapter 3, I have established that:  

(I) Uzbek employs incorporation of bare nominals in the object position into verbs:

these constructions display the semantic hallmarks of object incorporation: an obligatory 

narrow scope, number-neutrality, atypical anaphoric uptake of bare objects and denotation 

of a name-worthy activity. 

(II) This type of incorporation is ‘pseudo-incorporation, and not ‘true incorporation’:

morpho-syntactically, bare objects serve as relatively independent and mobile complements 

of verbs and have a reduced, but phrasal nominal structure. 

Finally, I have proposed that PI in Uzbek takes form of predicate restriction á la Chung 

& Ladusaw (2004).  

4.2 Further research 

In this study I mainly analyze incorporation of morphologically singular bare objects, 

while simply suggesting that morphologically plural bare objects may undergo pseudo-

incorporation contingent on some sort of pluractionality. Consequently, much research 

remains to be done in the field of potential incorporation of bare plurals in Uzbek. The 

complication of such research lies in the fact that when investigating PI of bare plurals, our 

diagnostic toolkit gets impoverished, since we lose such markers of incorporation as 
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number-neutrality, i.e., bare plurals have plural denotation, and problematic discourse 

anaphora, i.e.,  bare plurals are fully discourse transparent.  

Another promising field of research concerns bare nominals in a limited class of 

‘light’ verb constructions (LVCs), i.e., constructions containing a verb with a weak semantic 

content and an obligatory nominal to complete the verb (see among others, Grimshaw & 

Mester, 1988; Kearns, 2002; Butt, 2003; Karimi-Doostan, 2005). In Uzbek, LVCs may be 

formed out of light verbs such as qil-, et-, ayla- (‘do, make’), ol- (‘take’) or ber-(‘give’), as 

well as out of verbs whose semantic context is bleached in certain types of expressions, 

e.g., kaltak ye- (lit. ‘stick-eat’- ‘get beaten’), ko`z urishtir- (lit. ‘eye-clash’ – ‘flirt’). All the

above-listed verbs require bare nominals to complete their meaning.  

In section 3.1 I illustrate that bare objects in Uzbek block the possibility of object 

doubling, which signals the syntactic saturation of the predicate (p. 65 example (76)). This 

statement is true of regular verbs I have focused on throughout this study, which are also 

known as ‘heavy’, i.e., verbs with a strong semantic content. However, something on par 

with object doubling is allowed with LVCs. Consider (113): 

(113) Anvar manzara(-ni)/    bitta manzara(-ni)     tasvir       et-di
Anvar landscape(-ACC) one  landscape(-ACC) depiction  make-PST.3SG
‘Anvar depicted (a) landscape(s)/ the landscape/ a landscape’

In (113) the LVC tasvir et- ‘depict’ (lit. depiction-make’) consists of a verb and a bare 

nominal, plus an extra object to achieve a full syntactic saturation.  

There is a potential way to reconcile this piece of data with the PI approach, but it is 

also possible that TI is involved.  

Under the PI approach, it could be maintained that, semantically, LVCs combine via 

the RESTRICT operation. Going back to our main analysis, recall that existential closure is 

the final stage when semantic saturation of the predicate occurs. That is, prior to EC and 

after the application of RESTRICT, it is potentially possible to insert an additional 
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argument. This is exactly what Modarresi (2014: 37, 41-45) proposes for Persian LVCs (or 

in her term ‘complex predicates’) which allow extra objects. This proposal can account for 

the Uzbek data in (113). In particular, it could be argued that RESTRICT first applies to the 

meaning of the LV and restricts it to the meaning of the bare nominal. Then, an additional 

object may be added. When this extra object is a bare nominal, RESTRICT applies again to 

combine the meaning of the whole LVC with the meaning of the added object. Finally, the 

EC closes off the argument position and saturates the verbal predicate.  

However, my preliminary impression is that bare nominals in LVCs may also be 

analyzed as exemplars of TI in the language. Indeed, bare nominals occurring with 

‘light’ verbs differ from bare nominals which are complements of ‘heavy’ verbs. For 

instance, syntactically, bare nominals in LVCs seem to be verb-adjacent (114a). 

Unlike pseudo-incorporated objects, they cannot undergo movement to a different 

position. Semantically, they are discourse opaque and do not support anaphora (114b). 

Additionally, LVCs as a whole are by far more frequently and more strongly idiomatic 

than PI verbal constructions. The interpretation of ko`z yumdi (lit. ‘eye-closed) in (114c) is

euphemistic and refers to the death of the poet. It cannot be manipulated or forced to be 

used to describe a situation in which the poet closed his/her eye(s). 

(114)  
a. *Mehnat, Anvar  qil-di

labor       Anvar  do-PST.3SG
‘Anvar labored/ worked’ 

b. Ra’no fikr       bayoni      ayla-di           *u-nii / *ular-nii    biz ham eshit-dik 
Rano  opinion expression make-PST.3SG  it-ACC  it-PL-ACC we also hear-PST.2PL 
‘Rano expressed her opinion. *We also heard it (them). ’

c. Shoir (olamdan)   ko`z yum-di
poet    world.ABL  eye  close-PST.3SG
‘The poet passed away’ (not ‘the poet closed (an) eye(s)’)

The data suggests that there needs to be a thorough study of morpho-syntactic and 

semantic properties of bare nominals in LVCs to establish whether TI is involved. In such 
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a case, it would be safe to conclude that object incorporation in Uzbek manifests itself as a 

continuum from its more rigid version, namely TI, to a more flexible one, namely PI. This, 

in turn, would require a modification of the claim made in the current thesis, to include two 

types of object incorporation in Uzbek displayed by two types of verbs, namely TI of bare 

nominals by light verbs and PI of bare nominals by heavy verbs.  

I leave the investigation of these issues to future research. 
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Figure 1. Types of object incorporation: similarities and differences. 
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תקציר

( ביחס לשמות עצם ותארי מיזוג שם עצםהידועה גם בשם ( מיזוג מושאמחקר זה חוקר את התופעה של 

 שם בתפקיד המושא באוזבקית.

ססת על מחקרי עבר בנושא זה שנערכו על מגוון שפות ועל מידע חדש שמוצג במחקר הטענה שלי, שמבו

זה לראשונה, היא שמושאים מסוימים באוזבקית, בעיקר שמות עצם ותארי שם מצומצמים יחידניים, 

 ;von Humboldt, 1836 Kroeber, 1909;  Sapir, 1911) מיזוג אמיתיאינם מעורבים בתהליך של 

Baker, 1988; 

 Mithun, 1984;  Sadock, 1980;  van Geenhoven, 1998; מיזוג ( אלא הם עוברים תהליך שנקרא

 ;Massam, 2001 Dayal, 2003; Farkas & de Swart, 2003; Espinal & McNally, 2011מדומה )

Öztürk, 2005; Kamali, 2015; Modarresi, 2014; Krifka & Modarresi, 2016;.) 

תחביריות שיש במושאי שמות עצם ותארי שם מצומצמים -נות סמנטיות ומורפובעזרת הסבר של תכו

באוזבקית, אני מציעה שהמושאים הנ"ל עוברים תהליך של מיזוג מדומה לתוך המשמעות של הפועל 

באמצעות הגבלה של הנשוא, כך שהמשמעות של הפועל מוגבלת למשמעות של שם העצם או תואר השם 

 Chung & Ladusaw, 2004רווי והמגביל של הקומפוזיציה  הסמנטית )המצומצם בגלל האופי הלא 

Modarresi, 2014;   .) 

כתוצאה מכך, מחקר זה תורם להבנה עמוקה יותר של נושאים כמו מיזוג מדומה, שמות עצם ותארי שם 

מצומצמים בתפקיד המושא, אנאפורות שיח וניטרליות מספרית, בשפה ממשפחת השפות הטורקיות 

ולא נחקרה בעבר.שכמעט 

מיזוג מדומה, שמות עצם ותארי שם  מיזוג מושא, מיזוג שם עצם, מיזוג אמיתי, מילות מפתח:

 מצומצמים, אוזבקית, הגבלת פרדיקט. 
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